
THE ARCHONSHIP OF PYTHARATOS 

(271/0 B.C.) 

(PLATES 63 AND 64) 

JN ONE of the many studies which during the past decades have been devoted to 
readjusting and shifting the archon list of Athens for the third century B.C., Meritt 

sixteen years ago opportunely remarked: " a named secretary for any one of the dated 
archons Anaxikrates (279/8), Demokles (278/7), or Pytharatos (271/0), possibly 
also for Peithidemos, Diognetos, or Antipatros, would establish definitely the chron- 
ology of the archons of the early third century. Until such a discovery, absolute 
certainty is impossible." 1 

Such a discovery with respect to one of the three vital archons-for Peithidemos, 
Diognetos, and Antipatros are not so vital, in that they are not actually dated archons 2 

has now been made. Two decrees of a single archonship, that of Pytharatos, have 
been successively recovered in the Agora Excavations duriing 1948 and 1954. I am 
deeply indebted to Benjamin D. Meritt for informing me of these discoveries, and 
for giving me the opportunity to study and publish, not only the decrees themselves, 
but also their implications as to the revision of the chronology of the third century B.C., 

1 Meritt, Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 131; quoted in Archon List, p. 37. It may be noted that, to 
save space, the following works most frequently cited appear with abbreviated titles: Archons = 

Dinsmoor, The Archons of Athens in the Hellenistic Age, 1931; Archon List = Dinsmoor, The 
Athenian Archon List in the Light of Recent Discoveries, 1939; Chronology = Pritchett and Meritt, 
The Chronology of Hellenistic Athens, 1940; Calendars = Pritchett and Neugebauer, The Calendars 
of Athens, 1947. It will be well also to list here certain inscriptions which are conveniently referred 
to by their Agora Inventory numbers, in order to show the places and dates of their publication, as 
follows: I 15+96 Hesperia, II, 1933, pp. 156-158, no. 5; I 113 =Hesperia, III, 1934, pp. 
42-43, no. 31, and VI, 1937, pp. 460-461, no. 8; I 166B = Hesperia, XV, 1946, pp. 199-201, no. 40; 
I 226 = Hesperia, III, 1934, pp. 3-4, no. 5; I 605 = Hesperia, V, 1936, pp. 419-428, no. 15; I 787 
=- Hesperia, Suppl. I, 1937, pp. 73-76, no. 29; I 863 =- Hesperia, IV, 1935, pp. 562-565, no. 40; I 
940 = Hesperia, XV, 1946, pp. 177-178, no. 25; I 1804 + 1870 Hesperia, X, 1941, pp. 273-274, 
no. 71; I 3068 =Hesperia, IX, 1940, pp. 59-66, no. 8; I 3238+4169 Hesperia, VI, 1937, pp. 
444-448, no. 2; I 3878 - Hesperia, VI, 1937, pp. 442-444, no. 1, and VII, 1938, pp. 476-479, no. 31; 
I 5191 =- Chronology, pp. 24 ff., and Hesperia, XVII, 1948, p. 4; I 5228 = Hesperia, IX, 1940, 
pp. 104-111, no. 20; I 5824 -Hesperia, XIII, 1944, pp. 243-246, no. 8; I 6064 Hesperia, XVII, 
1948, pp. 3-13, no. 3; I 6096 (no. 183, here published); I 6625 = Hesperia, XXIII, 1954, pp. 236- 
239, no. 7; I 6664 (no. 182, here published). 

2 As will later be shown, the positions of Peithidemos, Diognetos, and Antipatros are variable 
and must be shifted (falling one year earlier in each case than shown, for instance, in Chronology, 
pp. xix-xx) with reference to the fixed positions of Anaxikrates, Demokles, and Pytharatos. 
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particularly of the period between the creation of the two new " Macedonian " tribes 
(Antigonis and Demetrias) and the new " Egyptian " tribe (Ptolemais). In the 
present article, however, we shall be concerned only with the year of Pytharatos.3 

The date of the new inscriptions is fixed in 271/0 B.C. by the name of the archon 
Pytharatos, one of the four archon-s of the third century definitely located by ancient 
evidence in terms of Olympiads.4 For both Cicero (De Fato, 19) and Diogenes 
Laertius (X, 15) place in his year the death of Epicurus, Diogenes adding that it 
was the second year of the 127th Olympiad (271/0 B.C.). Also Eusebius (Armenian 
version) dates the death of Epicurus in the year of Abraham 1746 01. 127, 3, and 
so in 270/69 B.C.; but since the Armenian version locates all the Olympiads one year 
too early 5 we 1nust correct this to 01. 127, 2 -27110 B.C. The trustworthiness of 
this date has never been doubted; 6 and it agrees also with other definite evidence. For 
Metrodorus the philosopher died seven years before his master Epicurus (Diogenes 
Laertius, X, 23), in the archonship of Demokles (Philodemus, Pap. Herc., 176),7 
who is exactly dated by Pausanias (X, 23, 14) in the third year of the 125th Olympiad 
(2787 3B.C.). The predecessor of Demokles, namely, Anaxikrates II, is likewise 
exactly dated by Pausanias (ibid.) in the second year of the 125th Olympiad (279/8 
B.C.).8 Thus there can be no doubt that in the new decrees we have accurately dated 
evidence of fundamental importance for the chronology of the third century B.C. 

One of the great surprises to be found in these decrees is the fact that, both 
honoring boards of officials of the preceding year, the taxiarchs and sitonai, this 
preceding archonship is described as that of Lysitheides, who in most of the recent 
studies had been dated a quarter of a century later.9 He was placed in the proximity 

3 In view of the obligatory adjustments caused by these decrees of Pytharatos in the archon 
lists, as well as those of the secretaries and priests, of the third century in particular, based on 
detailed arguments which cannot be included in this article, and also for the purpose of discussing 
various transpositions of fourth-century decrees, I have prepared a third monographic study, 
Problems of Athenian Chronology. This will cover the following: I, The Secretary Cycles in the 
Period of the Ten Tribes; II, The Cycles of the Priests of Asklepios; III, The Creation of Antigonis 
and Demetrias in 307/6; IV, A Revision of the Third-Century Archon List; V, The Creation of 
Ptolemais in 222 B.C.; and VI, Prytany Days and Civil Days. 

4 Apart from the three mentioned above, the fourth of course is Thrasyphon (221/0). 
5 Archons, pp. 458-459. 
6 The date of Pytharatos has never been questioned: see Archons, pp. 30, 45, 50, 54, 77, 80-81; 

Archon List, pp. 21, 37, 47, 54, 64; Chronology, pp. xix, 33. 
7 Usener, Epicurea, p. 368; Gomperz, Hermes, V, 1871, p. 387; Vogliano, Epicuri et Epicure- 

orum scripta, p. 54. 
8 Cf. Philodemus, Ind. Stoic., V, Vb; Cr6nert, Kolotes und Menedemos, pp. 28, 54. 
9 Lysitheides in 274/3 (iMianni in 1952); after 274/3 (Kirchner in 1916 and 1918); 265/4 

(Johnson in 1918, Beloch); 263/2 (Tarn); 259/8 (Flaceliere); 253/2 (Dinsmoor in 1939); ca. 
250 (K6hler, Ferguson in 1899, Kirchner in 1903, Kolbe) ; 249/8 (von Sch6ffer); 246/5 (Pritchett 
and Meritt in 1940); 245/4 (Ferguson in 1932, Meritt in 1935-38); 244/3 or 243/2 (Manni in 
1949); 242/1 (Meritt in 1948); 236/5 (Dinsmoor in 1931); 229/8 (Johnson in 1913). 
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of Thersilochos and Hieron because the treasurer of the thtiasos of Bendis under 
Lysitheides (I.G., 112, 1317) was the proposer of a decree of the same th,iasos under 
Thersilochos (S.E.G., II, 10) and was one of the epimeletcai of the same thtiasos under 
Hieron (I.G., 12, 1317b), and because the treasurer Stratokles held this position 
permanently in all three years.'0 But since the same people apparently were active in 
this thiasos for life, there is no reason why they should not have been mentioned in 
inscriptions covering a span of twenty-five years. We may conclude not only that 
Lysitheides must have held office before Pytharatos, but also, since such honors to the 
sitonlai and other boards were normally decreed, if not on their last day of office, at 
least in the following year unless there was a backlog of overlooked omissions such as 
were rectified in the year of Kydenor,1" that the year of Lysitheides should be regarded 
as the immediately preceding year 272/1. As a matter of fact, the only possible year 
for Lysitheides, in agreement with the new arrangement of the archon list, is actually 
the preceding year 272/1, where his name exactly fits the restoration [AVO-t6Et'8] ov in 
I.G., 112, 704, with a secretary from Sounion (VI).12 

The secretary of this year of Pytharatos appears in both decrees as Isegoros the 
son of Isokrates of Kephale. He is otherwise unknown, and even the name Isegoros 
was not hitherto known in Attica; 13 but he is of fundamental importance because we 
now learn that the tribe furnishing the secretary was Akamantis (VII), thus supply- 
ing the long-missing key to the rotation of the secretary cycles in the second quarter 
of the century.1" Without going into greater detail at this point, it is now apparent 
that the block including at least twenty-one years, most of two secretary cycles, 
hitherto based on the archonship of Diokles III as a pivotal date, must now be shifted 
to fit another and more exact pivotal date, the archonship of Pytharatos. The succes- 
sive adjustments may be illustrated with reference to a few of the archons who fall 
unequivocally within this period and are accompanied by known secretaries, as 
follows: 15 

10 See Archons, p. 91. 
" To be discussed elsewhere. 
12 If it were not for the necessity of inserting I.G., 112, 704 with the archon [.. ov in 

272/1, as will later be demonstrated by means of the secretary cycle, it might be possible to insert 
Lysitheides in 274/3. But the only other unplaced archon's name of the period before 271/0, 
Eviflov'Xov, is too short for restoration in I.G., II2, 704. 

3 Isegoros in Fick-Bechtel, Griechische Personennamen, 1894, p. 130. 
14 The hitherto unknown secretary for the year of Pytharatos (271/0) has been variously assigned 

to tribe I (Kolbe 1908, 1933), XI (Ferguson 1898-1907, Kirchner, Tarn, Kolbe 1943), X (Beloch), 
IX (Johnson, Dinsmoor 1931, Ferguson 1932, Meritt 1935-1938, Pritchett-Meritt 1940), VIII 
(Dinsmoor 1939), but never to VII (except in the recent articles of 1949-1953 by Manni and 
Deprado; see note 37). 

15 Systems with more confused arrangements, those of Kolbe, Johnson, Tarn, and Beloch, are 
here omitted. 
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Tribe of Ferguson- Dinsmoor Dinsmoor Pritchett- Dinsmoor 
Archon secretary Kirchner 1931 1939 Meritt 1954 

Diokles III IV 290/89 288/7 287/6 288/7 286/5 
Diotimos III V 289/8 287/6 286/5 287/6 285/4 
Euthios VII 287/6 285/4 284/3 285/4 283/2 
Nikias II VIII 283/2 284/3 282/1 
Ourias IX 285/4 283/2 282/1 283/2 281/0 
Olbios III 251/0 276/5 276/5 277/6 275/4 
Glaukippos II V 277/6 275/4 274/3 275/4 273/2 
Pytharatos VII 271/0 

VIII 271/0 
IX 271/0 271/0 
XI 271/0 

Menekles XI 283/2 269/8 268/7 269/8 267/6 
Nikias III XII 282/1 268/7 267/6 268/7 266/5 

We may now examine the two decrees individually, afterward returning to con- 
sideration of the year as a whole from the viewpoint of the calendar problem. 

182 (Plate 63). The earlier of the two decrees of Pytharatos was found in 
Section Zeta of the Agora Excavations on April 22, 1954, lying in a fill of late 
Hellenistic or early Roman times just to the west of the Middle Stoa.6 It is a stele of 
Pentelic marble preserved in a single piece, the flat top having crowning mouldings 
broken away at the left; and the bottom is broken off along a diagonal which extends 
from the beginning of line 42 at the left to a point 0.04 m. below the end of line 56 
at the right. 

Inv. No. I 6664. 
Height as preserved, 0.765 m. The original height may have been about a meter 

allowing for the loss of blank space at the bottom. 
Width at top, including mouldings, 0.375 m. The mouldings consist of an upper 

fascia 0.019 m. high (on which is inscribed line 1, the invocation [0]EoE), and below 
this an ovolo 0.018 m. high and a lower fillet of 0.007 m. with a hollow conge receding 
to the main surface of the stele. The total projection of the fascia is 0.022 m. at the 
front and 0.0215 m. at the sides. 

Thickness of stele, 0.10 m. excluding mouldings, the back roughly chamfered at 
both edges to 0.085 m. 

16 I am informed by Homer Thompson that it was found in the ruins of " a sizeable building 
of the fifth-fourth centuries B.C. which had partially closed the gap between the Tholos and the 
Southwest Fountain House until it was demolished to make way for the west end of the Middle 
Stoa." 
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Width of stele (below mouldings), 0.332 m. at bottom of line 2 (the conge 
includes the height of line 2), 0.352 m. at bottom of line 36 (end of text), and 0.355 m. 
at lowest measurable point at bottom of line 41, indicating a taper of 0.023 m. in 
0.487 m., an increase of 0.0476 m. per meter.17 

The text proper consists of 35 lines covering 0.423 m. (from top of line 2 to 
bottom of line 36), the height of the letters being 0.005/0.006 m. and the 34 line- 
spacings averaging 0.01226 m. After line 36 was a clear space of 0.01466 m. (instead 
of the usual 0.0063/0.0073 m.), and this was followed by the first of the tribal names, 
completely erased, in line 37. Next, after the 35 lines of the decree, followed 20 lines 
(37-56) occupied by the names of ten of the twelve tribes and of their representatives, 
covering 0.2405 m. (from top of line 37 as restored to bottom of line 56), with a 
slightly increased line-spacing averaging 0.01233 m. From the top of line 2 to the 
bottom of line 56 was, therefore, a distance of 0.423 + 0.01466 + 0.2405 0.678 m. 

The inscription is non-stoichedon, the lines ending with words (in 14 instances) 
or syllables (in the 21 others), and very variable in length, from 31 letters (line 32) 
to 33 (lines 24, 26-27), 34 (lines 2, 35), 35 (lines 4, 15, 20, 23, 28, 34), 36 (lines 5, 
7, 16-19, 21-22, 29), 37 (lines 3, 12-14, 25, 33), 38 (lines 6, 8, 10, 30-31), 39 (lines 
9, 36), or even 40 letters (line 11). The letters used for the names of tribes and 
taxiarchs are not appreciably larger than those in the text but are more widely spaced, 
so that in some instances it was impossible to include the final letters of the demotics 
(lines 38, 42, 56). The only scribal error occurs in line 31. 

PRAISE OF THE TAXIARCHS 

a. 27110 a. NON-ITOIX. 

101 E 0 
'E,7TZ lvOapa'Tov a'pXovTosg ErIT Tr)sg 3AvtLyovi 

809 8EVTEpaL -TpvTavetals, )'t Jryopos JO-oKpa 

rov Ke0aq 0EV3yEv e7paciLaTEVEvW MErayETrvl-^0 

5 v1os EIVa-'Et Urracq.Evov, 0 r1EC Tr)s 7pvTaVEC 

as EKKXYcrta KVptaL rct*)v TpoE'8p&W E1TEffl0tS,Ev A1 

[kr] xtv-'g NtKopIJaXov Ava0cXVOtos Kat W -v p6E 

[8p] 02 E'80oEV TEt 03oVXEt KaCt Uot 8r6 &cot EV'BovXog 
[ Avo-] t8 ,p.ov MEXtrEVl) EITEWV OIEt&7N ot raeiapXot 

10 [ot E] iTtN Avo-tNt'0ov a'pXovros r6a rE OVO-ias o&-asg 

[ ?E ] taVroVs OvcaTat ,JsETa rwv crTpaTrqywv TEOVKacTv 
If 

E ^ 18o e s ^1 n VX ^1 Ka' r'^ 8- a7acTcaT (K rTwV ItWV VITEp rT- /3OVX'3) Kcu roD 6T 

17 I am indebted to George A. Stamires for a preliminary copy of the text, and to Eugene 
Vanderpool of the Agora Excavation staff for a squeeze, photograph, and the numerous measure- 
ments which form the basis of the foregoing description. 
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/f.LOV, EITEJ,EXEcW GE Kat T7)s 1VAr T7)s E LvTov 
Ce x, \ e C 

EKaoTrosg orTs av COs pETXro-Ta Totg 0o'7TTXO KaTE 

15 cYKEvaLo7Evot ES TE TrLas 4vXaKacL KaWt TrL E+E 

8pet'ag Kat' roV" EeEao-Lovs ITopEvM-'at, &E 

TEXEo-av c E& Ka6 El TOI,S a'XXotg alao-tv lrEtOap 

XoVVTE3 TOt' aTpacTryots aKOXOVcO ro^tT vo 

Luotls, 07T(0 av OVV Kat q7 8OVA7) KaCt O' 8ffLOt oJ)at'vr) 

20 atL nTucLv Tovs XpEt'ag a VTXct 1tcLapEXoIJEVOVs3 

TvXEt aWyaOEt 8E80oXOaEt TE 0 3ovEt X ovET irpo 

8povs O'tTtPEg atV IXcaX)crt iTpOE8pEvEW V E' 3JT 

8 'KWt ELs Tr)) E'vtotoav EKKXqcOtWav XpLaCt 
oCat ITEpt TOVT(OV, 7V&)/JI7V &E eV/3aAXXEOCOat 

25 [T]I S /0ovXrjs& EIS 71-oV 8&q/JOV O'Tt 8OKE TEEt /OVXEt 

[E]TacvEcLaL TovS ra6LapXov0 EITt AVOWit 

[8 ov apXov1)To KaW oEr4Eav)cC(Tat EKKaWTov av 

,Ge)V XPVOCl (TE4CavCOt KaTa 0ov VOlJhOV apETr)s 
EVEKa Kai ?btXotpotCag T'r) EtiR TNV (3ovX0rjv KaCt 

30 7o1v 8&tov 7ov 'AO'qvat'COvW EtVat oE avroit' Kat iTpo 

<E>8ptaV EKl 7mTW& Totg aycotv OOlS cLyc O-0w rt&7o-w*V 

avacypa6at 8EN T8E TO tIIThIcW7La T-ov- ypaC/J 

/JTaTEa 7OV Ka7a CIpvTavetaV Ev E(TT7XEL XtVEt 
\ \, 3, ^ 3, 

Kat Ta ovopaca t&Wv TaetapXcov, Kat o7TcatL E(, 

35 'Tpoo-OEv -'ov o--paTYyytov Et E T)-v avacypa 

biv VXEPUoat Tovg EITt TEL &OLK7qOE : 8paXIkas 
L ['Avrtyovt8og] 1 

Avo-1Kpa'T-q Navo-tca'vov Kvt%ppto ( s) 

'EPEX0E't8O 
40 [VD] ?XtVoKO MOO-Xitwvo &qJJUaKEVS 

llav8tovtigos 

Aro,6o-TpaTos 'Apo-Tro4vov 1latavtEv ( s) 

AEUaVTi803 

[1D]i XoOEo AtoTV IOV1tEv'EV 

45 -AKa,uavctw0og 
ca, 6 .* .*. . * Xapto-av8pov KtKVVVEVE1 

[0] IVEL5Os 

[ ca-.8 `. . SKOG S ONEV ......1og K6i-ct)wo, 'O0E 
[KEKpOIT] tiog 

50 [.... ca. K] XE'OVg (DXVEVs 

[. 
C(p *15. Itov 'EXEvo-h'vtol 
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[Alavri8od] 
[ . ca. 18 . A]ft&aZos 

55 ['AvrtoXt8o3] 
[ .c Ca. 20 'AX]W@EK ( OEV) 

vacat 

NOTES 

Line 9: For the patronymic of the spokesman, where it is certain that three 
letters are missing at the beginning because of a flake chipped from the stele, Stamires 
suggests [Xap] tL&ov. The argument for restoring these three letters as AYI rather 
than XAP will be discussed in connection with the second decree. 

Line 14: Meritt restored [Ka6XXt-ra] in line 11 of Agora 1 15 + 96 instead of 
,/EXTLo-ra which appears at the corresponding point on the present stone. 

Lines 14-15: In Agora 1 15 + 96 in the corresponding position (line 12), Meritt 
restored [TrapE]OKEvao-FLE'Vot; but the word Ka'rE0-KEvaOJJiE'vot as fully preserved in the 
present decree suggests that the same should be restored in the other. 

Line 22: The final nu of XaoX-wtv, which is present in other taxiarch decrees, 
I.G., 112, 500, Agora 1 15 + 96 and 863, as well as in most other instances (I.G., 112, 
199, 246 ?, 284- 330 A, 478, 591, 593, 682, 704, 710, 712, 716, 721, 729, 730, 735, 
766?, 769, 772, 775, 776?, 782, 788, 802?, 808, 821, 832?, 847, 889?, and no. 183 
below-followed by a vowel only in I.G., 112, 772, 786, 889) is here omitted (as in I.G., 
112, 277, 330 B-C, 428, 479?, 650, 732?). 

Line 23: This occurrence of EL' rqv EITLov-cav eKKX-T)Oav is to be added to the list 
of examples of this formula antedating the end of the Chremonidean War (Archon 
List, pp. 18-19, 41, where Agora I 15 + 96 is included); cf. no. 183 below. 

Lines 30-31: The word -rpoE8ptav was written on the stone as F1POHAPIAN. 
Line 31: The usual formula otg - io'ats (as in I.G., 112, 385, 510, 555, 646, 708, 

792, 900, etc., cf. no. 183 below) appears instead of ovi Wav 1- oAts as in other taxiarch 
inscriptions, I.G., fl2, 500 and Agora 1 15 + 96. 

Line 37: The tribal name was erased in 201 B.C., but may be restored as 
['Avrtyoviosj as shown below. 

Lines 38, 42: The final sigma omitted for lack of space. 
Line 56: The final 'jOEV omitted for lack of space. 

COMMENTARY 

The chairman of the proedroi, Aischines son of Nikomachos of Anaphlystos 
(XII), properly belongs to a tribe differing from that holding the second prytany 
(Antigonis, I). He was probably a descendant of the Aischines who was the father 
of Xenokrates of Anaphlystos, in a sepulchral inscription of the fourth century (I.G., 
II2, 5675). 
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The spokesman for this decree of 271/0 was Euboulos son of Lysidemos of 
Melite, who is otherwise unknown but was likewise spokesman, as we shall see, for 
the other new decree of this year (Agora I 6096). It may be noted that, among other 
spokesmen in decrees concerning taxiarchs, two repeatedly concerned themselves with 
that office. Thus the spokesman for both decrees of 302/1, that for the taxiarchs of 
305/4 (I.G., II2, 500), and that for those of the current year (Agora 1 5228), was 
Memnon son of Medon of Aphidna, who is otherwise unknown. The spokesman for 
the two decrees of 281/0 (Agora I 863) and of 275/4 (Agora I 15 + 96) was again 
a single individual, Leon son of Kichesias of Aixone, previously unknown, though his 
family is known for six generations.'8 

The new decree is the latest of eight inscriptions now known to be concerned 
primarily with the taxiarchs, three already in the Corpus and five added by the 
American Excavations in the Agora. 

The taxiarchs are frequently mentioned in Attic inscriptions merely as military 
officers along with the generals and others (I.G., 112, 21, 105, 112, 120, 148, 334, 554, 
687), without reference to their names or number. However, we are told by Lysias 
(XIII, 79), Demosthenes (IV, 26), Aristotle (Ath. Pol., 61, 3), and Pollux (VIII, 
94) that they commanded the regiments (TaEtsg or ivXati) of hoplites, just as the 
phylarchs commanded the squadrons of cavalry, and that they were ten in number, 
chosen from the ten tribes and each commanding the regiment forming the contingent 
from his own tribe (TaetapXot &Ka, E(tS alTo 4vX-j eKacl-Ths Kat rTjv EavroV +bvr?v E'xwv).' 
This is corroborated by Thucydides (VIII, 92, 4), mentioning Aristokrates son of 
Skellias of Kekropis as taxiarch commanding his own tribe in 411 (KaN Tr'v Ecavrov 

bvXAnv E'X,v), also by I.G., 12, 1155, a tribal inscription honoring Boularchos son of 
Aristoboulos of Phlya, taxiarch of the tribe Kekropis in 339/8, and by Agora I 3068, 
another tribal inscription honoring Philokles son of Philotheos of Sounion, taxiarch 
of the tribe Leontis in 33312. Boularchos is of a family known through five genera- 
tions; his grandfather Boularchos and his father Aristoboulos are mentioned in I.G., 

18These are (1) Kichesias I and (2) his son Leon I, the spokesman in 281/0 and 275/4 
(as cited above); also (2) Kichesias II (probably a brother of Leon I) and his sons (3) Leon II, 
an ephebe in 237/6 (I.G., II2, 787) and (3) Kichesias III, thesmothetes in 214/3 (I.G., II2, 1706) 
also the latter's son (4) Leon III who with his wife made an offering to Artemis (commemorated 
by Phaidimos, Aith. Pal., VI, 271), and who was the accuser of the seditionist Apollodoros in 192 
(Livy, XXXV, 50, 4) and was ambassador to Rome in 189 (Polybius, XXI, 31, 6 = XXII, 14; 
Livy, XXXVIII, 10, 4), as well as supervisor of the erection of statues at Delos in 160/59 (I.G., 
XI 4, 1056); also his brother (4) Kichesias IV and the latter's son (5) Leon IV, agonothetes of 
the Theseia about 142 B.C. (I.G., II2, 960) and included in a list of notable Athenian citizens about 
125 B.C. (I.G., II2, 2452) ; and finally (6) Kichesias V of the cavalry squadron of Kekropis in 128/7 
(Fouilles de Delphes, III 2, no. 27, col. II, line 15). 

19 Cf. Xenophon (Hell., I, 6, 29; 7, 30), speaking of the ten ships of the taxiarchs in 406 B.C. For 
modern references, see Busolt-Swoboda, Griechische Stcaatskunde, 1926, pp. 891, 1128; Kromayer- 
Veith, Heerwesen und Kriegfiihrung der Griechen und Ranmer, 1928, p. 49; Lammert, R.E., V, 2, 
s.M. TaetapXos and Taets. 
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II2, 2814; his son Boularchos appears as one of a committee of ten in a late fourth- 
century catalogue (I.G., II2, 1933); and his grandson Kallitheos was epimeletes of 
the Dionysia in 266/5 (I.G., 112, 668). 20 And Philokles, of a family known through 
five generations, we shall meet again in connection with his presumable grandson 
Philotheos, taxiarch in 27110 (Agora I 6664). These specific statements, however, 
all date from the period of the ten tribes; and whether the regiments were increased to 
twelve or thirteen in accordance with corresponding enlargements of the number of 
tribes, as would seem natural, is nowhere clearly indicated. 

Among decrees of the State, two are for special services of the taxiarchs in the 
very years in which the decrees were passed. In Agora I 5228 the taxiarchs for 
30211, the archonship of Nikokles, are thanked as early as Pyan. 24/25 = Pryt. IV 
25 of that year for their services in connection with the Eleusinia; and, while it is 
specified that their names should be appended (line 24), the list is broken away 
together with the bottom of the stele. Again, in Agora I 863 the taxiarchs for 281/0, 
the archonship of Ourias, are thanked for their services as a delegation to the 
Boeotians, primarily to the Basileia festival at Lebadeia, as early as Met. 28/29= 
Pryt. II 28 of that year.2' Furthermore, the taxiarchs of 281/0 are listed in the body 
of the text, but they are not in tribal order and only six in number (tribes II, III, VII, 
IX, XI, and XII not being represented), suggesting that exactly half of the taxiarchs 
were sent on this mission: 

Deinostratos son of Deinidos of Cholleidai (VI) 
Eukleides son of Lysistratos of Peiraieus (X) 
Autias son of Autokles of Acharnai (VIII) 
Habron son of Epigenes of Halai (IV) 22 
Aristodemos son of Aristophon of Steiria (V) 
Theophantos son of Nikostratos of Gargettos (I) 

One of them, Autias son of Autokles, was also honored in an inscription at Oropos 
(I.G., VII, 4266), evidently in connection with this same mission.23 He was pre- 
sumably fairly young in 281/0, and so was undoubtedly identical with the con- 
tributor to the defense of the State in 247/6 (I.G., II2, 791, line 72); 24 thus he was 
probably a great-grandson of the Autokles son of Autias of Acharnai who was a 
councillor in 360/59 (I.G., 1I2, 1745) and again after the middle of the century 

20 Kirchner (P.A., 1770) gives the stemma (cf. Chronology, p. 55). 
21 At least the taxiarchs are not specified as of the preceding year, so that Meritt concludes 

that the Basileia must have been celebrated very early in the Athenian year. 
22 Halai here assigned to Aigeis (IV) rather than Kekropis (IX), because of the identification 

of Habron (see below). 
23 Raubitschek, Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 305. 
24 See the text in Hesperia, XI, 1942, pp. 290-291. 
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(I.G., II2, 2408), and also secretary in 327/6 (I.G., II2, 356-357; Agora I 226). 
Deinostratos is known from his sepulchral inscription (I.G., II2, 7795); his brother 
Deinidos son of Deinidos appears in a list of councillors of the middle of the third 
century (I.G., I12, 2434). Eukleides was a descendant of the Eukleides of Peiraieus 
who was father of Dionysios, one of the treasurers of Athena ca. 444 B.C. (I.G., I2, 

359). Habron may have been a great-grandson of the Habron of Halai whose son 
Sokrates was a councillor of Aigeis at the middle of the fourth century (I.G., I12, 

1747). Aristodemos was probably a grandson of the Aristophon of Steiria who was a 
councillor in 335/4 (I.G., 112, 1700). And Theophantos may have been a grandson 
of the Nikostratos of Gargettos whose son Epilykos is known from a votive inscrip- 
tion (I.G., I12, 2174).25 Thus all six of the taxiarchs listed for 281/0 belong to 
known families. 

Four other decrees honoring taxiarchs are of more stereotyped form, passed at 
or after the conclusion of their terms of office, those of the years 305/4, the archon- 
ship of Euxenippos (I.G., 112, 500), of 276/5, the archonship of Philokrates (I.G., 
12, 685), of 275/4, the archonship of Olbios (Agora 1 15 + 96), and of 272/1, 
the archonship of Lysitheides (the present decree, the latest of the known decrees 
honoring taxiarchs). Two were passed on the last day of the years to which they 
refer, Skir. 29/30 Pryt. XII 32 of 276/5 (I.G., 112, 685) and Skir. 29/30= Pryt. 
XII 29 of 275/4 (Agora 1 15 + 96), these being successive years. Agora I 6664 (the 
present decree) was passed on Met. 9 Pryt. II 7 of the following year 271/0, the 
archonship of Pytharatos. And I.G., 112, 500 was passed three years later, on <Anth.> 
27/28 -Pryt. VIII 27 of 302/1, the archonship of Nikokles. Probably in all except 
I.G., 112, 500, which is complete and lacks the names,26 the taxiarchs were listed at the 
end below the decree; but of I.G., 112, 685, we possess only the upper portion, while in 
Agora 1 15 + 96 the lower portion is broken away so that, in view of the absence 
(as in I.G., 112, 500) of any prescription that the names should actually be inscribed, 
we cannot be certain that they were listed.27 Only in the new decree, Agora I 6664, 
is the complete list preserved: 

25 Previously classified as a sepulchral inscription, and omitted in the editio minor where it is 
reclassified as votive (I.G., II2, iii 2, p. 900). 

26 Photograph in 'Apx. 'E+., 1910, col. 403. 
27 Possibly some of the unclassified lists of officers arranged in tribal order might have formed 

the terminations of taxiarch decrees: i. e., in the old order preceding 307/6, I.G., II2, 1701-1702 
(but the latter found at Eleusis) and Agora I 940; of the first half of the third century, I.G., II2, 
1704; of the second century, I.G., 112, 1712. An early fourth century list, I.G., 112, 2369, is not in 
the official order (VII, VIII, VI, so far as preserved). There seems to be no published piece which 
could be joined at the lower left corner of Agora I 6664. There may, however, be some relevant 
pieces among the unpublished material from the Agora. 
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Lysikrates son of Nausiphanes of Kytheros (I) 
Philiskos son of Moschion of Themakos (III) 
Demostratos son of Aristophanes of Paiania (V) 
Philotheos son of Diodotos of Sounion (VI) 

son of Charisandros of Kikynna (VII) 
. ....... os son of Konon of Oe (VIII) 

?son of ----kles of Phlya (IX) 
son of - - - - - tos of Eleusis (X) 

- - - - - - son of ------of Aphidna (XI) 
son of of Alopeke (XII) 

The first was obviously from one of the two " Macedonian" tribes, as shown both by 
its position (preceding Erechtheis) and by the fact that the tribal name was erased 
in 201 B.C.; thus it offers welcome confirmation of Pritchett's argument that Kytheros 
was transferred in 307/6 from Pandionis to Antigonis,28 so that this tribal name may 
be restored without question. The missing taxiarchs, therefore, were those of Deme- 
trias (II) and Aigeis (IV). 

Of the four completely preserved names, Lysikrates was undoubtedly an ancestor 
of Lysikrates of Kytheros, father of the ephebe Hierokles in 119/8 (I.G., If2, 1008, 
line 112). Of Philiskos we have his sepulchral inscription on a colonette of the third 
century (I.G., II2, 6209). Demostratos was evidently the grandson of a Demostratos 
of Paiania whose son appears as a dedicant in an inventory of silver paterae of the 
last third of the fourth century (I.G., II2, 1566, line 27). And Philotheos is of special 
interest because he was apparently the great-great-grandson of the Philokles of 
Sounion and his wife Philia, whose daughter Philylla is known from a votive base 
(I.G., II2, 4025, signed by Kephisodotos the sculptor) after the middle of the fourth 
century, and whose son Philotheos was sophronistes in 333/2 (Agora I 3068); and 
the son of Philotheos was Philokles, the taxiarch for Leontis in 333/2 (Agora I 
3068), who was probably the father of Diodotos, whose son Philotheos held the same 
office as his grandfather. It is probable that if the six other names were fully pre- 
served we should likewise be able to recognize their families. 

In the case of the tribal decrees, that of Kekropis, I.G., I12, 1155, was found on 
the Acropolis, while in that of Leontis, Agora I 3068, it is specified that the stele 
should be set up in the sanctuary of the Hero, presumably that of the tribal hero Leos 
rather than the 'Hpcog o-rparrj0yo0', since the latter would have been equivalent to the 

28 Pritchett, A.J.P., LXI, 1940, pp. 186, 188 = Five Attic Tribes, pp. 5, 7. The evidence comes 
from I.G., II2, 2413, listing names under five demotics, [Paian] ia, Kytheros, Kydathenaion, 
Aithalidai, and Potamos, of which four were known to have been transferred to Antigonis, so that 
Pritchett rightly claimed that the fifth (Kytheros) must likewise have belonged at this time (about 
304/3) to Antigonis. 
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strategion. Furthermore, it was found in a wall of a modern house in front of the 
north end of the Stoa of Attalos, at a distance from the decrees mentioning the 
strategion. And Agora I 5228, honoring the taxiarchs for their participation in the 
Eleusinia, was directed to be set up against the Eleusinion (rpi-p8 rwh 'EXEvo-uv4wt Ev 

ac-rTEL), on the north slope of the Acropolis high above the southeast corner of the 
Agora, the region in which it was found, built into the " Valerian Wall " south of the 
church of Hypapanti and the site of the Eleusinion.29 In the present decree (Agora 
I 6664), however, it is directed that the stele be set up in front of the strategion 
(E'P,upo0-EV rovi o-rpanqytov), the same formula being employed in I.G., II, 500; 
similarly Agora I 863 was to be set up against the strategion (vpTpv 7ckh o-rpamytcwt). 
In Agora 1 15 + 96 this particular phrase is broken away without the possibility of 
checking (Meritt restored E'lrpoo-OEV K. T. X.), and in I.G., 112, 685, the entire lower 
portion is missing. Apart from the three preserved allusions, the only other epigraphi- 
cal mention of the strategion is in the inventory of the treasurers of Athena and the 
Other Gods for 31312 (I.G., If2, 1479, line 66), where certain equipment is mentioned 
as hung up Ev rwt o-rp[arqyktW]. But the building is mentioned several times in literature. 
From Aeschines (II, 85) we might infer that it was near the Bouleuterion, the envoys 
of Philip conferring in it after adjournment of the ekklesia in 343; from Demos- 
thenes (XLII, 14) that it was convenient to the archives, i. e., the archeion or the 
Metroon, both of these passages intimating that it adjoined the Agora; from Plutarch 
(Nicias, V, 1; XV, 2) that councils of the generals were held here in the late fifth 
century; and from Diogenes Laertius (I, 2, 18) that it existed as early as the time 
of Solon, who is reported to have piled his arms -npo rov o-rpal-'yEtov.30 Here, too, was 
probably a cult of the 'Hpwg o-irpawrrjy06 (I.G., 112, 1035, line 53). This general location 
is corroborated by the evidence of the provenance of most of the taxiarch decrees, four 
at least of the five general decrees having been found close together toward the south- 
west corner of the Agora. Thus I.G., I12, 500, was found east of the Hephaisteion 
during further clearing of Dorpfeld's trial excavation in the vicinity of the temple of 
Apollo Patroos; 31 Agora I 15 + 96 was found built into a late wall just in front of 
the " Stoa of Zeus " as the Metroon was then called; Agora I 863 was found built 

29 For the location of the Eleusinion, and the provenance of inscriptions mentioning it, see the 
recent excavation evidence; Mrs. D. B. Thompson, Hesperia, II, 1933, p. 637; Thompson, Hesperia, 
III, 1934, p. 447 note 5, and V, 1936, p. 183; Shear, Hesperia, VIII, 1939, pp. 207-211; Pritchett, 
Hesperia, IX, 1940, pp. 101, 112 note 48; Shear, ibid., pp. 267-268; Oliver, Hesperia, X, 1941, 
p. 258; Broneer, Hesperia, XI, 1942, pp. 251, 261-264; Meritt, Hesperia, XIV, 1945, pp. 81, 89-90; 
Pritchett, Hesperia, XV, 1946, p. 150; Meritt, tbid., pp. 190, 253; Jeffery, Hesperia, XVII, 1948, 
pp. 86, 88; Vanderpool, Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, pp. 130, 134-136; cf. Dinsmoor, Hesperia, Suppl. 
V, p. 1 note 4. 

30 Cf. Wachsmuth, Stadt Athen II, 1890, p. 344; Judeich, Topographie von Athen, 1931, p. 
346; Kahrstedt, Untersuchungen zur Magistratur in Athen, 1936, pp. 296-299; McDonald, Political 
Meeting Places of the Greeks, 1943, pp. 295-298; Crosby, Hesperia, XX, 1951, p. 187. 

31 Ad orientem versus a Theseo "; more closely defined by Oikonomos, 'ApX. 'E4., 1910, col. 1. 
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into a late well in front of the Tholos; and Agora I 6664, as noted above, was in fill 
of late Hellenistic or Roman times just west of the Middle Stoa; all lay in or close to 
Section Zeta, which runs southward from a point opposite the southeast corner of 
the Metroon complex, past the Tholos, to include the west end of the Middle Stoa.32 
In this region near the southwest corner of the Agora are the foundations of two 
unidentified public buildings, the somewhat trapezoidal " Greek building " southwest 
of the Tholos,33 and the so-called " Poros building " farther southwest on the opposite 
side of the street.34 Both are similar in character, broken up into offices; and one of 
them might well have contained the strategion,35 preferably the " Greek building" 
nearer the Tholos in view of the provenance of so many of the inscriptions.36 

183 (Plates 63 and 64). The later decree of the archonship of Pytharatos was 
found in Section Kappa of the Agora Excavations on April 7, 1948.37 It had been 
re-used, face down, as one of the cover slabs of a drain which passes close to the north- 
west corner of the Fountain House near the southwest corner of the Agora. As a 
result, the letters at the top and bottom, where the stele rested on the side walls of 
the drain, are fairly well preserved, while those of the middle portion have been 
badly worn by the action of water. It is a stele of Pentelic marble, preserved in a single 
piece including the pedimental top; the apex of the pediment is broken away, and 
the bottom is likewise broken off along a diagonal which extends from the beginning 

32 I.G., II2, 685 may have come from the same region; when published by Durrbach (B.C.H., 
VIII, 1884, pp. 327-331) it was housed in the Varvakeion. 

33 This structure appears in the recent plans but has not yet been studied in detail; cf. Thomp- 
son, The Tholos (Hesperia, Suppl. IV), p. 111; also Hesperia, XVII, 1948, p. 168; XX, 1951, pp. 
183-184. 

34 Crosby, Hesperia, XX, 1951, pp. 168-187. 
35 Certainly the strategion was not in the so-called " Civil Offices " built against the west end 

of the north front of the Middle Stoa (Vanderpool, Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, pp. 130-131, fig. 1 at 
12; Stevens, Hesperia, XIX, 1950, pp. 174-175, fig. 1 at A), these being of the early Roman period. 

36 According to a report now received from the Agora excavations, it is officially suggested that 
the " Greek building " was in fact the strategion. By letter, Homer Thompson informs me that the 
plan is in fact a Pentagon, though one of the angles is bent inward contrary to Washington standards. 

37 A preliminary notice of the discovery, appearing first in the fortnightly report of the Agora 
Excavations for April 5-17, 1948, was made in the annual report by Thompson, Hesperia, XVIII, 
1949, pp. 222-223. Some more detailed studies, based on the preliminary announcement, have 
already appeared in the articles by Manni, " Tre Note di Chronologia ellenistica" (Rend. Acc. 
Lincei, ser. 8, IV, 1949, pp. 53-85),-" Pirro e gli stati greci nel 281/80 A.C." (Athenaeum, n.s. 
XXVII, 1949, pp. 102-121), and Demetrio Poliorcete, Rome, 1952, and also by Deprado, " La 
Liberazione di Atene nel 286 A.C." (Riv. Fil., n.s. XXXI, 1953, pp. 27-42). I am informed that a 
new study of the life of Demetrios Poliorketes, in which this inscription likewise plays a part, is 
being prepared by Leonard C. Smith at the University of Liverpool. I regret that the actual publica- 
tion of this inscription, so largely illegible, was delayed until I could return to Athens and personally 
examine the stone in 1953. 
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of line 44 at the left to a point corresponding to the end of the missing line 63 at the 
right.88 

Inv. No. I 6096. 

Height as preserved, 1.02 m. The original height was probably about 1.20 m., 
allowing for the missing apex acroterion and the blank space at the bottom. For the 
width of the pedimental top is 0.468 m. and the pedimental slope is 1: 1.83, so that the 
apex of the pediment must have been 0.128 m. above the horizontal mouldings; and 
the combined height of the latter is 0.0515 m. The top of line 1 is 0.015 m. below 
the mouldings, and the total height of the inscribed portion (to be restored as 64 
lines) was 0.798 m. as shown by the following calculation, thus accounting for 0.128 
+ 0.0515 + 0.015 + 0.798 = 0.992 m. apart from the missing apex and bottom. 

The horizontal mouldings consist of an upper fascia of 0.024 m., below this an 
ovolo 0.020 m. high, and a lower fillet of 0.0075 m., with a hollow conge receding to 
the main surface of the stele. The total projection of the fascia is 0.022 m. on the 
front and 0.0225 m. on the sides. The pediment mouldings consist of an ovolo 0.012 m. 
high with a fascia of 0.013 m. below it; the tympanum, exactly in the plane of the face 
of the stele below, recedes 0.022, m. both from the pedimental ovolo and the horizontal 
fascia. There is no trace of any invocation (such as Oeo) on the horizontal fascia. 

Thickness of stele, 0.12 m. above (excluding mouldings), 0.14 m. below. 
Width of stele (below mouldings), 0.423 m. at top of line 1, 0.457 m. at lowest 

measurable point (bottom of line 45), indicating a taper of 0.034 m. in 0.565 m., an 
increase of 0.06018 m., per meter, or about 0.00127 m. per line.39 

The text proper consists of remains of 51 lines covering 0.6415 m., that is, 
-0.636 m. (from top of line 1 to top of line 51) for 50 line-spacings averaging 
0.01272 m., the height of the letters being 0.0055 m. But the upper lines are spaced 
0.0120m. (0.120 m. from top of line 1 to top of line 11, 0.132m. to top of line 12), 
while those near the end are spaced 0.0130 m. (0.143 m. from top of line 38, 0.130 m. 
from top of line 39 to top of line 49), indicating a gradual increase of the spacing 
toward the bottom. After line 51 is a clear space of 0.013 m. (instead of the usual 
0.0065/0.0075 m.), insufficient to be counted as an empty line. Next, after the 51 lines 
of the decree, must have followed 13 lines (52-64) occupied by the names of the 
representatives of the twelve tribes and their secretary, as specified within the decree 

38 I must record my obligations to Eugene Vanderpool, George A. Stamires, and John Travlos 
of the Agora Excavations staff, who have been so kind as to furnish copy, squeeze, and photographs, 
as well as details of the discovery of the stone and the necessary measurements. 

39 A nearly horizontal scratch line, 0.676 m. below the tops of the letters of line 1 at the right 
edge, running inward for a length of 0.175 m. (where it terminates at a distance of 0.681 m. 
below the tops of the letters of line 1), cuts through the letters of line 54 and so did not serve as a 
guide line. It is, however, exactly at right angles to the inclined right edge, and so may have been 
erroneously scratched for this purpose. 
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and as indicated by the remains of five of them (lines 52-56), with a line-spacing of 
only 0.0115 m. and so covering (12 X 0.0115)+ 0.0055 - 0.1435 m. From the top 
of line 1 to the bottom of line 64 was, therefore, a distance of 0.6415 + 0.013 + 
0.1435 = 0.798 m. 

Spacing of letters on centers, average 0.01203 m. in line 1, 0.01216 m. in line 43. 
For in line 1: 0.009 m. from left edge to axis of first letter (epsilon), thence 16 X 
0.012125 =0.194 m. to axis of 17th letter (tau), thence 17 X 0.011941 -0.203 m. 
to axis of 34th letter (omicron), thence 0.017 m. to right edge (total 0.009 + 0.397 
+ 0.017 = 0.423 m.). Hence the final sigma would have been centered 0.005 m. from 
the right edge. But in line 43: 0.025 m. from left edge to axis of 2nd letter (omicron), 
thence 32 X 0.012156 = 0.389 m. to axis of 34th letter (sigma), thence 0.041 m. to 
right edge (total 0.025 + 0.389 + 0.041 0.455 m.). Hence the first tau would 
have been centered 0.013 m. from the left edge, the final nu 0.005 m. from the right 
edge. Thus the width of the left margin increased by 0.013 -0.009 = 0.004 m. in this 
height; but on the other hand it is evident that half of the taper was 0.0162 m. in this 
height (0.539 m.), so that the axes of the stoichoi are not exactly vertical but, in the 
left half at least, diverge slightly toward the left as they descend. This is shown also 
by the fact that, while the axis of the 17th letter (tau) in line 1 is 0.203 m. from the 
left edge, the axis of the 17th letter (omicron) in line 46 is 0.207 m. from the left edge, 
with the same deviation of 0.004 m. from parallelism with the left edge. Toward the 
right, therefore, the distance from the axis of the 17th letter to the right edge 
increased from 0.220 m. in line 1 to 0.248 m. in line 46, for instance, more than enough 
for two letters extra. This enlargement was absorbed partly by increasing the number 
of letters toward the bottom, and partly by the very slight increase in the average 
spacing of the letters themselves. The stoichedon checker (10 spacings laterally by 
10 lines vertically) varies from 0.1203 X 0.120 m. at the top to 0.1216 X 0.130 m. 
toward the bottom, and so from an exact square to a vertical oblong. 

There were normally 35 letters per line at the beginning, 36 letters toward the 
middle, and 37 letters toward the end, with minor variations of one letter more or 
less effected by crowding or spreading at the ends of the lines, in order to terminate 
with full words (72.4 per cent or twenty-one instances: lines 1-3, 5-6, 9-10, 32-33, 
35-36, 39-40, 42-44, 46-50) or at least with syllables (27.6 per cent or eight instances: 
lines 4, 7-8, 34, 37-38, 41, 45). Thus the number of letters (or letter spaces) becomes 
34 (lines 2-3, 7), 35 (lines 1, 4-6, 8-10, 33, 38, 40), 36 (lines 34-35, 37, 39, 42, 46-47) 
37 (lines 32, 36, 43-45, 58-59), or even 38 (lines 41, 50). There are at least three 
examples of crowding two letters into a single space (II in line 2, 1 E in line 4, El 
in line 6); and there is one instance of haplography, two successive alphas being 
represented by only one (line 44). Other scribal errors occur in lines 38 and 39. 

Lines 1-10 and 32-51 can be read and restored with a fair degree of plausibility; 
but the intervening lines 11-31, constituting part of the eroded surface, are represented 
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only by disconnected single letters or groups of letters for the most part unintelligible. 
The present version is based on a preliminary reading by Stamires, with revision after 
examination of the stele by the writer. Letters on which we both agree, as well as 
additional letters which the writer believes that he could detect, are shown without 
special indication. On the other hand, letters seen only by Stamires on a squeeze, 
which, though undoubtedly correct so far as they lie within the restored lines 1-10 and 
32-50, could not be perceived by the writer on the stone itself, are marked by dots for 
editorial purposes. A few additional letters visible only in fragmentary form are 
likewise marked by dots: 

Line 7: the 5th letter (nu) 
Line 8: the 24th (upsilon), the 27th (del- 

ta), and the 33rd letter (epsilon) 
Line 10: the 34th letter (omicron) 
Line 46: the 5th letter (psi) 
Line 48: the 9th letter (alpha) 
Line 52: the 20th letter (alpha) and the 

28th (eta) 

Line 54: the 22nd letter (mu) and the 25th 
(sigma) 

Line 55: the 24th and 25th letters 
Line 56: the 26th and 27th letters (alpha, 

nu) 
Line 57: the 26th and 28th letters 
Line 58: the 27th and 29th letters 

PRAISE OF THE SITONAI 

a. 27110 a. ITOIX. 34-38 

'Ert llvOapacrov a'pXovrog ElTt Trq3 AE&vrtL'o [I] 
[E] varcq- wpvravEtag, -qtJIor-4yopos 'JooKp67o [v] 
[ K] EaArLX?JEz EwypcqLJXLEVEW 'EXarj/3oAXuo [ s] 
[e] 17EL ?OTa/JWEV E ETapuuaTE1E3oVqEW, V/38[6] 

5 [] Et Ka/t EtK[O(J] TEt rTm 7TpVT[a]vEtas E'KKXI7c L[a ] 

[A]f9[vo]zv[4Ev KL uEv,up]6o[Ep] ot t'aogEv 7Et 3o[v] 

[X] E [t K] a [i TrIt 8&?&t) Ev,BovXos A] v [cI]d- t83 Ov ME[Xt] 

'TE [Vg EtLTEv1 ETEt8E 7ot' OTpo7rEpO] 0rTw'Vat o [] 

10 [E] T A [vo-tE80ov a'pXovro ........ ] OVEVO [I] 

[.]pcrroVo[ .T.O.P........ . .O Ev Iv]a[V],OvT rov 

[? u [d Avct0Etu&]v apXovra---- ot 

[ ]0[------- -- --- -- IKat' [,rda 

[-]-v [E'p]o [vTa ro 8u rc 'AOhjvatv. . . ]Xo[.] 

15 [*]uo[?]r[. . . 

[.]ar [?--____ ____ _ ] 

I l[ * * 4 ] [- l---TW- ]-X- - - - - - - - - - * ] [20 [ * ] [ * I afLoTeX[. ]va ] _ [.] 

20 [.]Iay[... .]tor[?--------]t 
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[ *] ?[] tw [.1* 
.... ... I Y!<gOO[-- - - ---] 

[.]av,rwV E7Ttrov [--- ----] cr[* 

,8ovArlg KaTOVO-E8 [---______________ 
25 [.]tvrco[- 

?~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~] 30 [ 

......... ayaOE't TV'XEt 

8EXSOatl r]Et [,fovvXE] [rov) iEpoIS po] [ o't a'v AaXotv ITOE S] P'E [v] 

([v Trc't 8-q')76cot Etg fl71 EovToav O EKKXr)(Ltaav xpv] 
35 [,ua]r[krat 1TEpt avr&v. yvcl4uqv 8E evU/daAXXEo.0at] 

rT ,6ovX[rqs E tsl' v 8rq iov o"r 8OKEZ T]E[t' ]OVX[ E] 

EITatv aEat /, vrov [ S (raTvas] f[ovS fT(*wrV ['Uav] 

[T] <a> ETt Avo-tOEtov [XIpxo] v [roS Kat -TE] av6 
, ^ to , \ ^ .~ ~~, \ 

LTat aVT&V EKacroTo>v Xpvo-w)t rTEqaVOt KaTa ToV 

40 [vo6Ut]v fJXorTtUtag EVEKa Trqjs ITpOs Tov 8&^Iuov 

[E] Ivat 8E aVTrotg Kat IrpoESptav Ev mTact TOtS ay[co] 

O-vW Ots ' '7TO'Xl TLtOrG7W, Kat [r]r I[V] apXtTEKTov [a] 

[T IoV a(Et KaOto(TafLEvOV KaTavE []Etv aVTrotg r)[v] 

[O&Ea] v- mvraioat 8& Kat TOv [y]ppauu.iaTEa <a>VT[]v L K[af] 

45 [o-rTE] avro-at OaXXov3 crrEO [6] vaw a(vaypa6oa [t] 8E [ro] 
[8(E T?] njbto-pta Kat ovo, [a] ra rTiv octrTwv& [v Kat] 
[roiT ypapj]aTarE'as aV'rT'V Ev rXqtL Xt0tLvO? [ rOv] 

ypactpiarE] a rTo KaTMM 7TpvTavEtav, Kat (rT-^a- at Ev] 

T ayopat To] E ava'XcoFa TO YEvOFLEVOV E [t rT)v] 

50 [ITo'q G $W oTv' ]TXrjs Kat T-77V av[ayp]a[b7v] JpEp[ o-at] 
[rTov rapuav vacat] vacat 
[.*tt************-]rp6[r]ovf'a[p]y7rr7[to]s (I) 

...18ETat[t]v 
.............. 

(II) 
[................. E4V]ITETa (III) 

55 .......................07[ IY - -](IV) 
[.. . . . . ll.... la] tav [tEvs] (V) 
[.. . ..... ]ovv[tE(V] (VI) 

[.KE.a]A[Kn]0[EV] (VII) 
(Oineis) (VIII) 

60 (Kekropis) --- -----(IX) 
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(Hippothontis) ?? (X) 
(Aiantis) ? (XI) 
(Antiochis) ? (XII) 
[ypactqtarEs? - (?) 

NOTES 

Line 2: Two letters I I in a single space. 
Line 4: Two letters I E in a single space. 
Line 6: Two letters El in a single space. 
Line 7: The 5th letter of the demotic of the proedros could be either mu or nu; 

and since the demotic was evidently limited to 8 letters, we may consider only lloraitosg 
(but hardly KEpacEvqE) on the one hand and 'AOPOVEV3sg, Ale(WVEv', 'AXapVEvs, or 'Orpv- 
1EV,g (but hardly KOAXWEVE1) on the other. Stamires felt that the 2nd letter was omicron; 
thus we should be limited to lorcutog or 'AO4OVE1V's. Either would fit the requirement 
that the proedros must not be from the prytanizing tribe (Leontis, VI); for, while 
part of Potamos was in Leontis (VI), two other parts were in Antigonis (I) and 
Demetrias (II), and Athmonon was in Kekropis (IX). With the feeling that the 5th 
letter more closely resembles nu, I restore ['A]0[go]y[EvsKJ. This would agree, 
furthermore, with the fact that the father's name Theophilos was known in the deme 
of Athmonon, at about 330 B.C. (I.G., I2, 1575, E6oAXO -Tp[--- -] 'AOpovEvsg in a 
list of silver paterae) and in the imperial period (I.G., II2 5335, 'Eppay4pas 8EO4tXov 

'ALoOvEV's in a sepulchral inscription). Neither of the names Peithias or Theophilos 
was associated with Potamos. 

Line 8: The four last letters of the line must belong to the demotic of the 
spokesman; the initial M is well preserved and the second letter seems to be the vertical 
bar of E (though falling under the middle of the letter 0 above), but rising too high 
to be the vertical bar of Y (as in Mvpptvoviotos or MvpptvoivTr). Thus the third and 
fourth letters would seem to have been slightly crowded, and of the two available 
demotics we may select ME [ XrEV'] rather than the rare ME[XatvEis]. This has now 
been confirmed by the earlier decree (Agora I 6664) of the same year, clearly pro- 
posed by the same spokesman. The preceding letters in line 8 obviously belong to the 
patronymic, for which Stamires suggested Xa[p]t[8]ijrov; and I could actually 
detect a portion of the delta as the fifth letter from the end, preceded by a vertical 
stroke. And Vanderpool, after examining the stone at my request, stated that " while 
I would not venture to read these marks, I do see in certain lights support in each 
letter for Stamires' [Char]idemou and this may well be the correct reading. Even 
if Charidemos should be accepted as the father's name, however, I think it would be 
well to keep the first three letters in brackets." Another reason for accepting [Xap] c- 

N7&4uov was the fact that this name is supposed to have been used in Melite (P.A., 
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15387). But the latter rests on very doubtful authority, a funerary inscription of the 
end of the fifth century (I.G., 12, 6879) with four names superposed: MEX [- - -], 
Xapom-3 [-qg] Xapi8qpog, Xapt6&r-s. Restoring the first as MEXL [LEVs], this was sup- 
posed to be a demotic applying to the three following names, none of which is 
otherwise associated with Melite (P.A., 15533, 15387, 15316).4? The first line might 
equally well have been another name such as MEXi[as], ME'Xt [s], MEXit[Ttos], or 
MEX [mr(V], all good Athenian names. Furthermore, on our actual stone itself (Agora 
I 6096) I was unable to perceive any trace of the initial chi, and instead of the doubtful 
second letter alpha there seems to be in this position a diagonal stroke like the upper 
right corner of kappa, upsilon, or psi, apparently eliminating Xa [p] t8?ov. Assuming 
that the second letter was upsilon, and that the vertical stroke in the fourth space 
might likewise be restored as upsilon, it had seemed to me that the name might be 
read as [E] ii [01] ,v&ov, particularly as this name is known to have been used in the 

40 Another element to be taken into consideration is the fact that in a list of councillors of 
Demetrias (Agora I 1804 + 1870 = Hesperia, X, 1941, pp. 273-274, no. 71), of the middle of 
the third century, Pritchett decides that a list of at least six names, including a Charopides, might 
very tentatively be assigned to Melite because of the large number and also because of the assumed 
identification of Charopides (P.A., 15533); and all these are duly accepted as of Melite in the 
Hesperia Index (I-X). With due regard to representation quotas, to be sure, we are restricted to 
the large demes of Demetrias, that is, Hagnous (4 +), Melite (17 ?), Phyle (4 ?), Thorai (4 ?), 
and Xypete (number of councillors unknown), and for similar reasons a block of at least five names 
in the first column of the same inscription, likewise with the demotic missing, is tentatively assigned 
in the Hesperia Index to Hagnous. Thus we have a tenuous identification of eleven individuals 
resting on the doubtful identification of one (Charopides of Melite). It is obvious that we need 
more conclusive evidence before accepting these identifications. It so happens that, in the first group, 
three of the four certainly restorable names ( ['Aptrr]apXo0, [Xatp] eas, and Xatpea [rparo] ) actually 
occur in the deme of Hagnous (P.A., 1659, 15095, 15155), and two others might be restored in 
agreement with this dceme ('AvT [7rarpo0], -0'i [Xtos], P.A., 1167, 13301). On the other hand, only 
one of the certain names, ['AXKC/a] xo0 is known in the deme of Melite (P.A., 620), while two 
others might fit appropriate restorations ( f4or[7r7rosI = P.A., 13278, and 'AvTt [KXAr3] or 3AvTt [0av-,] 

or 'AvrT [Xapkos] -P.A., 1068-1069, 1240, 1320). The chances of equating the first group with 
Xypete are very slight, being limited to the restorations 'AvTt [-yEV-] or 'AvTC [KXA3] (P.A., 994, 1070) 
and :want[a?&rq] or out[y&q1] (P.A., 13174, 13214), while the demes of Phyle and Thorai give 
even less satisfactory results. Thus there can be little doubt that the five names in the first column 
are rightly associated with Hagnous. This leaves for the second group Melite, Phyle, Thorai, or 
Xypete. In this second group, two of the twelve names certainly appear in Phyle (3AptnT-oqxv and 
llov'cvKroT, P.A., 2119, 11955) and a third can be appropriately restored (3Avrt[yEvrqs], P.A., 1005). 
Only one name, the ubiquitous AcoKXs (P.A., 4039-4040) certainly appears in Melite, apart from 
the possible restoration of another ('Avrt [KX^] or 3AvTt [ acvq] or 3AvrT1[xaptkos], P.A., 1068-1069, 
1240, 1320) and the very doubtful [XIapo7rmSrs (P.A., 15533). As for Xypete, &toKX-73 (P.A., 4043) 
would again fit, as well as the possible restorations 'Avrt [ ye'vr?] or 3AviT [K rX] (P.A., 994, 1070) 
and for Thorai we should have only the possible restoration 3ArVT [oa'T-q] (P.A., 1259). Numerically, 
therefore, it would seem most reasonable to assign the second group to Phyle, thus eliminating the 
evidence for the identity of the so-called Charopides of Melite, and so depriving Charidemos likewise 
of this corroboration of the attribution to Melite. Furthermore, Stamires now suggests that the name 
with which this investigation started, Charopides in I.G., II2, 6879, should actually be read as 
XapoZty [o]s. 
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deme of Melite (I.G., 12, 1927, after the middle of the fourth century; I.G., IP, 2394, 
of 340/39 or 31312; Agora I 3238 + 4169, of 239/8).41 The last had seemed 
particularly appropriate because the Euthydemos of Melite there mentioned as a sito- 
phylax in 240/39 might be construed as a son of Euboulos son of Euthydemos in 271/0, 
continuing his father's interest in the grain supply. But this possibility is now elimi- 
nated by the perfectly clear iota as the fourth letter of the patronymic in the other 
decree of 27110 (Agora 1 6664). There remains a third Athenian name, Lysidemos, 
which would meet all the requirements except that it is not known in Melite. A certain 
Lysidemos was the target of one of the orations of Hyperides (fr. 119 Pollux, 
VII, 149), and the name appears in inscriptions of the first half of the fourth century 
(I.G., II2, 1932, Avot48-os Avcrtov 'A7YKVX7OEV in a list of prominent citizens liable for 
liturgies; I.G., 12, 2345, line 64, in a list of thasiotai), in 335/4 (I.G., 112, 1700, 
Avo48-qtkos Avo-tLE'ov llaXXqvEvl'E, a councillor), and at the beginning of the third century 
(I.G., 112, 3850, Avo-tLavmq Ava-t,Uov 'Ayvovio-toi on a votive base on the Acropolis). 
While three of these are definitely not of Melite, either of two others might have been. 
Thus we may prefer the restoration [A]v[a-]t8-]&ov; and possibly even the extremely 
doubtful trace of the initial letter might be read, not as chi, but as lambda. All but the 
first three letters of the same patronymic appear in the earlier decree Agora I 6664, 
which must be restored similarly. For the missing nomen in our decree there remain 
8 spaces, exactly fitting the name Ev'/3ovXos which is preserved in Agora I 6664. 

Line 10: Stamires and Raubitschek suggest [4tXorqj] o14LEVO[t]. 
Lines 32-50: For the restoration of lines 32-50, inclusive, Stamires pointed out 

that we have a very close parallel in I.G., II2, 792, which exactly fits the remnants of 
our text with only a few minor changes. 

Line 34: Cf. no. 182 (above), line 23. 
Lines 37-38: Where K6hler and Kirchner had restored [crtTrwvo-avTag] in I.G., 

1I2, 792 (line 5), Meritt suggested [KaraorraO&EvTag] (Hesperia, IV, 1935, p. 564 note 
1). The preserved letters in our inscription would favor rov?[g crtravag] r[ovi) a-t]iv[r4- 
o-avrag r]oV4 EoTi Avo-tEL8ov [apXpo]v[rof], except that there is hardly room at the end 
of line 37 to crowd in the final letters of o-trwvqo-avrag, and except (further) for the 
anomaly of rovi thrice repeated. It is better to assume here an error in the text, and 
to posit that the stonecutter should have inscribed the final syllable -rag at the begin- 
ning of line 38 instead of the article rov'g. Reading [-trcvmro-avrag .E.. /3],tov in 
I.G., 112, 792, therefore, we have seven letters for the archon's name, or possibly eight 
with [ Er' .... ] /t3ov, the year, as we shall see, being 25312 in agreement with Meritt 
(Chronology, pp. xxi, 99). The possibility of [o-tJ]rm[o-]aq[Ev]ovg, as suggested 
with reservations by Stamires and Raubitschek, would have the somewhat unfortunate 
effect, if repeated in I.G., 12, 792, of limiting the name of the archon for 25312 to 
[Wr'. .],/ov, hardly another Olbios. 

41 Crosby, Hesperia, VI, 1937, pp. 444-448, no. 2, A 7 and B 8. 
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Line 39: The word gKacwrov was erroneotusly cut as EKAT2TQ N. 
Line 42. Cf. no. 182 (above), line 31. 
Line 44: The alpha omitted following ypaq.are'a. The name of the secretary 

of the sitonai, given at this point (line 10) in IAG., 112, 792, is omitted and relegated 
to line 64. 

Line 49: Where I.G., I2, 792 provided that the stele should be set up [E'v 
adyopat ov ro ayauXt A] tds eo-vw we are limited to a locality in 9 letters, which would, 
to be sure, fit [aKpOITOXE,], but this seems less fitting than [Tt ayopat] which was 
written out with the article in I.G., 11, 125, 676, 791, and 875. 

Line 5 1: Where 1.0G., 12, 792 provided, as restored, that the expenditure should be 
met by rTOr T[apiai v T( WTpaTrOTtK(Vj, we are limited here by the existing blank space to 
a maximum of 14 letters, thus eliminating both the foregoing and also either [rOV 
TaJ.Lav TOV &fl.LOV] or [ToV E'r' T7t 8&oUK70-Et] in 17 or 18 letters; furthermore, the 
treasurer of the demos functioned in this capacity for the last time 'in 302/1 (Archols, 
p. 64), while the single officer of administration could not have functioned in the 
period to which our decree belongs (Archons, pp. 58, 64-66, 76, 86, 87, 111; Archon 
List, pp. 18, 41). The vague term [Tov Tq.daq] is improbable as differing from the 
singular form in I.G., 112, 792. Presumably we are to restore the equally vague term 
[Tv Tapi'av] (as in 10., II12, 845 A, 863, 908, 909, 924 add., 1008 C, 1038, cf. Magn. 
no. 37), and also to restore the same term in I.G., I2, 792, where the broken stone 
gives no authority for [Tr6i Vorp act wrttK tj. 

Line 52: The axis of the first preserved letter tau is 0.239 m. from the right 
edge and so 0.223 m. from the restored left edge, and is directly beneath the 18th letter 
alpha of line 50, thus allowing, if the list of sitonai aligned with the left edge of the 
text, 17 + 6 -23 letters for the nomen and patronymic, which is possible in view of 
the fact that the patronymic appears to have been rather long. The demotic belongs 
to Antigonis (I), indicating that the names are in tribal order. 

Line 53: There would be 18 letters for the nomen and patronymic; the demotic 
belongs to Demetrias (II). 

Line 54: The demotic ends with -Evt1, limniting us within Erechtheis (III) to 
EVovvI.EsV% K-0toLtE1s, or Aaqpvrpet5&; ssince the preceding letter appears to be either mu 
or nu, we are limited to [E -7vv]pfEvg. There would remain 16 letters for the nomen 
and patronymic. 

Line 55: The only discernible traces of the demotic are so vague that no definite 
restoration can be proposed, though, since it must belong to Aigeis (IV), the possi- 
bilities are ['AyKvX-f] O4E [v], [Bars] G e[v], ['Eo-rtatoa] E[vj, [KoXwvfl fk [v], or [llXC]- 
8e[ts], allowing respectively 17, 19, 16, 17, or 20 lette-rs for the nomen and patronymic. 

Line 56: Since the alternative reading -M&q[cf would not fit a demotic of Pan- 
dionis (V), we may adopt -tav; the only suitable restoration [lla]cLaav[ltEV] would 
leave 22 letters for the nomen and patronymic. 
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Line 57: Of the presumable letters ovv, the second is very doubtful and the third 
retains only the left vertical stroke; nevertheless, since the demotic must belong to 
Leontis (VI), we may tentatively restore [I]qovi [LtEv], leaving 24 letters for the 
nomen and patronymic. 

Line 58: The presumable letters X.0 might be, respectively, alpha, delta, or 
lambda, and theta or omicron; since they must belong to a demotic of Akamantis 
(VII), we may restore [KE4a]X[i] [Ev], leaving 22 letters for the nomen and 
patronymic. 

COMMENTARY 

The chairman of the proedroi, Peithias son of Theophilos of Athmonon (IX), 
properly belongs to a tribe differing from that holding the ninth prytany (Leontis, 
VI). He may have been a son or grandson of the Theophilos of Athmonon mentioned 
in a list of silver paterae at about 330 (I.G., 112, 1575). 

The spokesman was the same Euboulos son of Lysidemos of Melite who appears 
in the same capacity in the other decree of this year (Agora I 6664), but is otherwise 
unknown. 

This is the third or fourth of the known honorary decrees for the whole board of 
sitoncai, the others being I.G., I12, 792, which we may assign to 252/1 B.C.,42 Agora I 
6064 of 244/3 B.C.,43 and possibly also the fragmentary I.G., 112, 744 of the first half 
of the third century. It had been suggested that the board may have consisted of three 
members because of I.G., IT2, 906, of 175/4 B.C., in which three Athenians were to be 
selected to form a commission Es tr tr&wt)V 6U ; 44 but this may have been a special 
situation. In our inscriptions it is obvious that the board of sitonclai consisted of one 
representative for each tribe, as well as the secretary. For in I.G., 112, 792, there were 
twelve names arranged in four columns, three names in each column, each name pre- 
ceded by the name of the tribe, while in our new decree the names were arranged in 
twelve lines, without the names of the tribes but following tribal order, Gargettos (I), 
Xypete (II), and presumably Euonymon (III), - (IV), Paiania (V), 
Sounion (VI), and Kephale (VII). Individuals known to have been members of 
such boards include Demosthenes (Demosthenes, XVIII, 248), Kallisthenes (Demos- 
thenes, XX, 33), and Euboulides of Eleusis (E.M. 12825).45 

There were also ra/uat rWv' Or7TsWlztKWV, of whom one from Pergase appears in an 
inscription of the beginning of the second century (I.G., 112, 1708). Probably another 
was Miltiades of Marathon, mentioned in an honorary decree of 141/0 (I.G., I12, 968) 

42 The preceding archon ... bios is to be placed in 253/2 B.c. 
43 Meritt, Hesperia, XVII, 1948, pp. 3-13, no. 3. 
44 For the sitonai, see Busolt-Swoboda, Gr. Staatsaltertiimer, pp. 1027, 1121; Thalheim, in R.E., 

III, A, s.vv. LCTrvac (cols. 396-397), :rTvia (cols. 397-398), CTOv'XaKIE (col. 399). 
45 Meritt, Hesperia, V, 1936, pp. 201-203. 
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as having served [ EM roTl] CrTrWMK [OZSj in the archonship of Archon (147/6). And 
they likewise had a secretary, according to a decree of 267/6, the archonship of Mene- 
kles (I.G., 112, 1272), honoring a certain Dion who twice served as secretary, both 
earlier and in that year. Associated with them were the sitophylakes, originally one 
from each tribe, five for the Peiraieus and five for the city, according to Aristotle 
(Ath. Pol., 51, 3), who adds that in his own time the number was increased to thirty- 
five, fifteen for the Peiraieus and twenty for the city. But this enlargement was doubt- 
less temporary, caused by the emergency of the famine of 330/29 to 326/5 (cf. I.G., 
II2, 360). After the creation of the two Macedonian tribes, the number ten was doubt- 
less increased to twelve, six for the Peiraieus and six for the city; and each board 
apparently had its secretary, according to an honorary decree of about 300 (Agora I 
5824),46 where six men were listed in tribal order (III,--, -, X, XI) together 
with a secretary whose name is lost, apparently the sitophylcakes of the city-the begin- 
ning of the decree is lost, but the formulae so resemble the following as to leave little 
doubt. The sitophylaktes of the city are again listed for 240/39 (Agora I 3238 + 
4169), where there are only five names in confused order (tribes IV, VIII, I or III, 
XII, and II, repeated as IV, VIII, II, I or III and XII), with a secretary from 
Kropidai (VI). It has been suggested that by this time they had been reduced to the 
original number of five for each board, and that the two additional tribes were repre- 
sented by the two secretaries, since in this instance the secretary happens to come from 
an otherwise unrepresented tribe.47 But this was more probably accidental; and on the 
analogy of the earlier inscription it may be inferred that at this time each board 
normally consisted of six members with a secretary chosen at large, one name be-ing 
here omitted for reasons beyond our control. The office of secretary of the sitophylakes 
is included also in a list of government officers dating from about 150 B.C. (Agora 
I 113).4 

The day on which our decree was passed was Elaphebolion 9 (actually 9E), just 
as in the analogous decree Agora I 6064 (the prescript of the third similar decree, 
I.G., 112, 792, is lost), so that this may well have been regarded as the normal day 
for such business. We know, at present, eleven decrees passed on this day: 49 

'6 Meritt, Hesperia, XIII, 1944, p. 243-246, no. 8. 
47 Crosby, Hesperia, XI, 1937, p. 446; Meritt, Hesperia, XIII, 1944, p. 244. 
48 Meritt, Hesperia, III, 1934, pp. 42-43, no. 31; Crosby, Hesperia, VI, 1937, pp. 460-461, no. 8. 
49 Lists of decrees passed on this day had been compiled by Kirchner (I.G., II2, iv, p. 30) and 

Ferguson (Hesperia, XVII, 1948, p. 133, note 46, p. 136). Kirchner included only five (a, b, e, f, k), 
to which I added two (c, d; cf. Archons, p. 380; Archon List, pp. 213-214). Ferguson included only 
six (e, f, h, i, j, k), discarding four others (a, b, c, d) because of the doubts cast upon their com- 
bination by West and Meritt; their reinstatement will be discussed elsewhere. The dates given for 
boards honored in two instances (g, i) are those determined in the following argument. 
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(a) 307/6 I.G., II2, 460 unknown subject CKAsrla 

(b) " 461 it 

(c) c 462 it 

(d) S.E.G., III, 86 honors to three Prienians 
(e) 295/4 I.G., IJJS 646 honors to Herodoros EKKXqgta KVpla 

(f) " 647 unknown subject 
(g) 271/0 Agora I 6096 for sitonai of 272/1 fKKXA710a 

(h) 244/3 " 6064 for sitonai of 247/6 fKKX-qcUta KVpta 

(i) "i 5191 for agoranomoi of 246/5 
(j) 171/0 " 166B for ephebes of 172/1 CKK?apt7a E'V T(OLt GaEcpwt 

(k) 118/7 I.G., 112, 1008 B for ephebes of 119/8 it 
" ' " it 

Thus all the known decrees passed on this day in four of the years (27110, 244/3, 
171/0, 118/7) are concerned with honors to boards or bodies who functioned in 
preceding years. It will be noted that in two of the years (295/4, 244/3) it was the 

chief assembly of the prytany, and that in two other years (171/0, 118/7) the 

assembly was held in the theater of Dionysos. 
The importance of this day is that it was the last day available for public business 

before the interruption caused by the Dionysia. The prelimary tryout or proagont, as 

well as the Asklepieia, had already been held on Elaph. 8; and probably the festival 

of the Soteres was held on Elaph. 9 itself.50 The great pompe occurred on Elaph. 1O 

(cf. I.G., II2, 1368, lines 117-121), followed on the same day by the dithyrambic con- 

tests for men and boys, and then in succession by a day of five comedies, and by three 

days each with three tragedies followed by a satyric play (cf. sequence in law of 

Euegoros, in Demosthenes, XXI, 10), presumably on Elaph. 11, 12, 13, and 14. 
During the Peloponnesian War, at least after 429 (I.G., XIV, 1097), the days follow- 

ing the pompee were reduced to three, each with three tragedies, a satyric play, and a 

comedy (Aristophanes, Birds, 786-789), the additional day being afterward rein- 

stated.51 Conflicts sometimes occurred between meetings of the Ekklesia and days 

50 On the sequence of events, see Dutoit, Zur Festordnwing des grossen Dionysien, 189S, pp. 
38 ff.; M\ommsen, Feste der Stadt Athen, pp. 428-448; Deubner, Attische Feste, pp. 138 ff.; Bieber, 
The History of the Greek a4nd Roman Theater, pp. 96-98; Ferguson, Hesperia, XVII, 1948, pp. 
133-135 note 46; Pickard-Cambridge, The Dramatic Festivals of Athens, 1953, pp. 61-65. 

51 Pickard-Canmbridge argues that Ferguson's "t view that the 9th of Elaphebolion was a day of 
inaction in the ritual of the Dionysia, and that the festival proper may have begun on the 10th, is 
not so convincingly proved," and this opinion that no day elapsed between the proagon and the 
pompe is followed by Bieber (A.J.P., LXXV, 1954, pp. 307-308). Therefore Pickard-Cambridge 
prefers to date the powmpe and the dithyrambic contests for men and boys on Elaph. 9, followed by 
four days (the 10th to 13th, shortened to three days, the 10th to 12th, during the Peloponnesian 
War) for the dramatic performances. But these dates for the pompe and the following contests seem 
to be controverted by the impressive array of stated meetings of the assembly on the 9th and by I.G., 
II2, 1368 with regard to sacrifices to Dionysos on the 10th (i. e., the occasion of the pompe), and so 
should evidently run from Elaph. 10 to 14 (during the Peloponnesian War from 10 to 13). The 
Pandia were celebrated on the (or a) day after the Dionysia (Photius, s.v. Jlla8ta; the day left 
uncertain by Deubner, op. cit., pp. 176-177 and final table, while Elaph. 17 as given by Treidler in 
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of the festival, as on the 8th,52 the 12th,53 and the 14th; 54 but no public meetings, so far 
as we can ascertain, occurred on the 1Oth,55 the 11th,56 and evidently not on the 13th.57 

The most interesting and exceptional item of the prescript is the dating on a 
fourth intercalary day, Elaphebolion 9E, making it the 13th day of Elaphebolion. 
For the first time among Attic inscriptions do we find such a reference to the insertion 
of as many as four intercalary days; 58 hitherto we had known only as many as one " 

or two.60 Usually such intercalary days were inserted at the end of one of the last 

R.E., XVIII, s.v. Pandia, lacks authority), and, having apparently been an old full-moon festival 
(Mommsen, op. cit., p. 432 with sources; Wilamowitz, Glaube der Hellenen, I, p. 238 note 2), 
would probably have occupied the 15th, thus forming the limit before which the Dionysia were later 
inserted (cf. Wiliamowitz, Aus Kydathen, p. 133). A special assembly could be held in the agora 
(I.G., II2, 1140) or in the theater (Demosthenes, XXI, 8-9) on the day following the Pandia, or on 
the 18th and 19th (Aeschines, II, 61; III, 68). 

52 Aeschines, III, 67 (in 346, for which Aeschines attacked Demosthenes); I.G., II2, 359 (in 
326/5; for the date see Archions, p. 372; Calendars, p. 54); I.G., II2, 1496, lines 13, 78, 109. 

53 Agora I 3878 (of 319/8; Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 476; Calendars, p. 63). But in I.G., II2, 

388 (of the same year) Elaphebolion 12 was written by mistake for Mounichion 12 (Crosby, 
Hesperia, VII, 1938, pp. 478-479; Archon List, p. 34 note 62; Pritchett, Hesperia, X, 1941, p. 269 
note 7; Calendars, pp. 41, 63). 

54 Thucydides, IV, 118, 12 (in 423). 
55 As shown by Ferguson, loc. cit. 

56 Ferguson refers to I.G., II2, 365 (in 323/2) as a possible exception; but this was actually 
dated on Hek. 11 (Archons, p. 373; Calendars, p. 57). Others were formerly assigned to Elaph. 11, 
as I.G., II2, 670 A (of 280/79, now redated Skir. 11; cf. I.G., II2, 670 A add.; Archons, pp. 389-391; 
Meritt, Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 106; Calendars, p. 70) and I.G., II2, 360 (of 325/4, now redated 
Pos. II 11; cf. Archonls, p. 372; Meritt, Hesperia, IV, 1935, p. 536; Calendars, pp. 55-56), so that 
these likewise may be disregarded. 

57 For the 13th see Agora I 605 (of 196/5, C'MXc-uia KvpLa in the Peiraieus; Hesperia, V, 1936, 
p. 422) ; but this was the 13th KaT' apXovTa (Calendars, pp. 15, 75), and the date aLT'a 09Eo'v was Elaph. 
18, so that the seeming conflict might be explained. Possibly also I.G., II2, 372 (of 322/1) might be 
dated Elaphebolion 13, if this were to be interpreted as an intercalary year; but since it was un- 
doubtedly an ordinary year, it is preferable to restore the date as Elaphebolion 19 (cf. Calendars, 
pp. 59-60). For meetings in the period Elaph. 17-19 see Wilhelm, Urklunden dramatischer Auf- 
fiih,rungen, p. 218 (wrongly quoting Aeschines, II, 61, for the 17th). 

58 The Euboean inscription I.G., XII 9, 207 (suppl., p. 178) permitted intercalations up to 
three days (cf. Calendars, pp. 20-21). 

59I.G., IF2, 358, 471, 791, 1006 A, and Agora I 787. Compare also the days designated as 
7rporEpa (I.G., II2, 486, 495, 496, 497, 597 add., and E.M. 12952; cf. Archons, pp. 385-387; Calendars, 
pp. 69, 79), indicating that the following day was ,8o0'XqAog. 

60 I.G., II2, 458, 838, and Agora I 6625. In the light of the new decree referring to a fourth 
intercalary day (certainly not a fourth intercalary month), I must withdraw my former interpre- 
tation (more or less following Kirchner), to the effect that 8EVTEpaL f4t8oXL/,Lw might refer to a second 
intercalary month consisting wholly, therefore, of intercalary days (Archons, pp. 194, 378, 382; 
Archon List, pp. 215-216, 218-219, 230, 231-232, 236, 240-241; A.J.A., XLIX, 1945, pp. 615-616), 
a theory based primarily on the coincidence that both of the then known years showing this expression 
(307/6, 226/5) did, in fact, have irregular intercalary months. Beloch (Gr. Gesch., IV, 2, p. 22) 
had already inferred that the expression concerned rather an intercalary day; and this point of view 
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months in the year, as Skirophorion 29/30A and 29/30B in 304/3 and 303/2,61 or 
Mounichion 29/30B in 306/5,62 or Elaphebolion 29/30B in 333/2 and 247/6 B.c.63 

Earlier intercalary days, but still within the last decades of months, were Hekatom- 
baion II 25B in 228/7,64 Metageitnion 22C in 226/5,65 and Gamelion 23C in 307/6 
B.C.66 The only occurrence in the middle decade is Metageitnion 16C in 214/3 (Agora I 
6625). The only previously known analogy for an intercalary day in the first decade 
of a month is Boedromion 8B in 12211 B.c.67 The reason for the insertion of four extra 
days immediately after Elaphebolion 9 in 271/0 B.C. was undoubtedly the same as 
that permitting the intercalation of as many as three days as specified in the Euboean 
law (I.G., XII 9, 207, suppl., p. 178) dated about twenty years earlier, that is, in 
connection with the theatrical performances of the Dionysiac festiaval, which at Athens 
extended from Elaphebolion 10 to 14. Evridently the preparations for the Dionysiac 
festival of 271/0 B.C., presumably celebrated with special splendor as shown by the 
fact that the agonothetes Thrasykles rebuilt the upper part of the choragic monument 
of his father Thrasyllos to commemorate it, consumed more time than had been 
allowed, and the four extra days had to be inserted in order that the pompe might 
still be held on Elaphebolion 10. 

We may now consider the calendar quality of the year as a whole, on the basis 
of the two new decrees. The year 271/0 was the tenth year of the ninth Metonic 
cycle (280-261), and the succession of ordinary and intercalary years within this 
cycle has appeared in the most recent arrangements, in accordance with the shifting 
of the years of the archons, as follows: 68 

was adopted by West (Classical Studies Presented to Edward Capps, pp. 359-360), Meritt (after 
momentary acceptance of my view, Hesperia, IV, 1935, pp. 529-532, 537), and Pritchett (Hesperia, 
VII, 1938, p. 139; Chronology, pp. 14-15, 18; A.J.P., LXIII, 1942, pp. 419-420 = Five Attic Tribes, 
pp. 19-20; Calendars, pp. 22, 33, 74). 

61 I.G., II2, 486, 495-497, 597 add., and E.M. 12952 (Archons, pp. 385-387; Calendars, pp. 
69, 79). 

62 I.G., II2, 471 (Archons, p. 387; Calendars, p. 79). 
63 I.G., I12, 358, 791 (Archons, pp. 357, 387, 396; Archon List, p. 228; Calendars, pp. 48, 82). 
64 Agora I 787 (Archon List, pp. 230-231 ; Calendars, pp. 70, 73). 
65I.G., II2, 838 (Archons, pp. 193-194; Hesperia, IV, 1935, p. 531; Archon List, pp. 231-232; 

Calendars, pp. 70, 74). 
66 I.G., II2, 458 (Archons, pp. 378-379, 385 ; Archon List, pp. 215-216, 218-219; West, Classical 

Studies Presented to Edward Capps, p. 359; Meritt, Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 139; Chronology, pp. 
14-15, 18; Calendars, pp. 22, 33, 69, 74). 

67 I.G., 112, 1006 A (Archons, pp. 412, 418; Archon List, p. 247; Calendars, p. 86). The 
probable restoration of a similar early intercalation in 222/1 B.C., amounting to three days presumably 
again in Boedromion before the Eleusinian festival, will be discussed elsewhere. 

68 For the previously published arrangements see Archons, pp. 30, 392-394, 423; Archon List, 
pp. 20-21, 226-227, 249; Chronology, pp. xviii-xx; Calendars, pp. 70, 81, 84. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
Dinsmoor 1931 0* 0* (i) (o) (i) 0 I* 0 (o) (i) O* I O* 0 I* 0 (o) (i) O* 
Dinsmoor 1939 0* I 0 I 0* 0 I* 0* 0 I 0* 0 I 0* 0 I* 0 I O* 
Pritchett-Meritt 0* 0 I 0* 0 I* 0* I I 0 I * 0* I*0* 0 0 I * 
Pritchett-Neugebauer 0* 0* O* I* O* 0 0* 0* 0* I* 0* O* 
Dinsmoor 1954 0 0 I O* O* 0 I*0* * 0* I 0* I 0* 0 I 0* O* 

In all these arrangements, with one exception, it is possible to observe the normal 
rule that there are no consecutive intercalary years and that no more than two ordinary 
years should appear together. It is difficult to understand why Pritchett and Neuge- 
bauer show a succession of four ordinary years for 270/69-267/6, for the first of 
which, even with their distribution of the archons (Diogeiton with I.G., II2, 772 
being assigned to 270/69), there is no evidence whatever as to the calendar quality. 
In any case, the tenth year 271/0 would be (or should be) intercalary in all these 
arrangements. 

The calendar equation in the first decree of 271/0 (Agora I 6664) is Met. 9= 
Pryt. II 7, dated on the 39th day of the year and thus showing that the first prytany 
had 32 days. It is hardly possible that the year could have been ordinary, with an 
excess of two days in the very first prytany. In other words, the year was definitely 
intercalary from the very beginning and should have contained twelve prytanies of 
32 days each, making the total of 384 days. 

The calendar equation in the second decree (Agora I 6096) being Elaph. 9E_ 
Pryt. IX 27, it would appear that, if Elaph. 1 fell in the normal position on the 
266/267th day of an intercalary year, Elaph. 9 should have been the 274/275th day, 
so that Elaph. 9E would have been the 278/279th day. This would suggest that, the 
last four months covering 384-265/266 118/119 days, but only 114/115 regular 
days after deduction of the four intercalary days, the remainder of the year would 
have consisted of four months averaging 28X2 or 2834 regular days (one day being 
suppressed in each). But the day of the decree was also the 27th of the ninth prytany; 
and since the prytanies should normally have averaged 32 days in an intercalary year, 
the 27th of the ninth prytany should have been the 283rd day of the year. Thus we 
must somehow obtain an equivalence between the 278/279th civil day and the 283rd 
prytany day, a discrepancy of 4/5 days. For the 278/279th civil day would leave 
251/252 days for the eight preceding prytanies (averaging 3138 or 31Y2 days), or, 
conversely, the 283rd prytany day would require 270 days for the preceding nine 
months (averaging 30 days). It results that there would be a deficiency of 4/5 days 
in the normal arrangement of the prytanies, or an excess of 3/4 days in the months.69 

69 Before the discovery of the earlier decree Agora I 6664 it had been possible to obtain the 
same result, and the certainty that the year was intercalary, by eliminating the possibility of an 
ordinary year. For, in an ordinary year, Elaph. 1 would normally have been the 237th day, and 
Elaph. 9E the 249th day; but with prytanies averaging 29'2 days it is evident that Pryt. IX 27 
would have been the 263rd day. Between the 249th civil day and the 263rd prytany day we should 
have a discrepancy of 14 days, which could not have been reconciled under any circumstances. 
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It is evident that we must find some compromise, and that there must have been 
some further irregularities in the year apart from the intercalation of four days in 
Elaphebolion. It is essential that Elaph. 1 must coincide with Pryt. IX 15, and that 
this day, normally beginning (4 X 29 2)= 118 days before the end of the year (i. e., 
being the 267th business day), should be so located as not to give abnormally deficient 
final months or excessive final prytanies. If we deduct two days from 4 X 29'2- 118 
for the months, but add two days to (4 X 32) -14 = 114 for the prytanies, Elaph. 
1 Pryt. IX 15 would begin 116 days from the end of the year (i. e., becoming the 
269th business day). Since the year started in the normal intercalary form with 
prytanies of 32 days, we may assume that two of the first eight prytanies were 
shortened to 31 days, and that there was also a slight irregularity in the fixed 
alternation of full and hollow months (i. e., Hekatombaion and Metageitnion being 
successive full months), permitting us to restore the calendar preceding Elaphebolion 
as follows: 

1. Hek. 1 Pryt. I 1 148. Maim. 29 Pryt. V 21 
30. " 30 " 30 149. Pos. I 1 = 22 
31. Met. 1 = 31 159. " 11 = 32 
32. " 2 32 160. " 12 - Pryt. VI 1 
33. " 3 Pryt. II 1 178. " 30 = 19 

*39. " 9 = 7 179. Pos. II 1 = 20 
60. " 30 - 28 191. " 13 " 32 
61. Boed. 1 - 29 192. " 14 Pryt. VII 1 
64. " 4 - 32 208. ' 30= " 17 
65. i 5 Pryt. III 1 209. Gam. 1 = 18 
89. " 29 - 25 222. " 14= " 31 
90. Pyan. 1 - 26 223. " 15 Pryt. VIII 1 
95. " 6 - 31 237. " 29 = 15 
96. " 7 = Pryt. IV 1 238. Anth. 1 - 16 

119. " 30 - 24 254. " 17 = 32 
120. Maim. 1 - 25 255. "6 18 = Pryt. IX 1 
127. " 8 - 32 267. " 30A = 13 
128. " 9 Pryt. V 1 268. " 30B = 14 

An extra day (30B), for which we have many analogies, may have been added to 
Anthesterion in order to delay the beginning of Elaphebolion, a delay which proved 
to be inadequate for the preparations for the Dionysia. Then, after the beginning of 
Elaphebolion, with the intention of having four months of 29 days but with these 
shortened to 28 regular days because of the unexpected intercalation of four days, and 
with two of the prytanies lengthened to 33 days to compensate for the two shorter 
prytanies in the first part of the year,"0 the remainder of the calendar would have been 
as follows: 

70 This is but one of many instances through which I shall attempt to demonstrate the impossi- 
bility of the new hypothesis of Pritchett and Neugebauer, the basis of their book on The Calendars 
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269. Elaph. 1 Pryt. IX 15 301. Moun. 1 Pryt. X 15 
277. " 9A = 23 318. " 18 = 32 
278. " 9B - 24 319. " 19 Pryt. XI 1 
279. " 9C - 

cc 25 328. " 28 - 10 
280. " 9D = 26 329. Thar. 1 = 11 

*281. " 9E - 27 351. " 23 = 33 
282. " 10 - 28 (pompe) 352. " 24 Pryt. XII 1 
286. " 14 = 32 356. " 28 = 5 
287. " 15 Pryt. X 1 357. Skir. 1 = 6 
300. " 28 - 14 384. " 28 = 33 

As thus computed, the two decrees of 271/0 were passed on the 39th and 281st 
days of the year, and so on the 3317th and 3559th days of the ninth Metonic cycle " 

which began on July 16, 280 B.C. (Julian day 1619350), falling on August 15, 271, 
and April 14, 270, respectively. 

In order to avoid additional delay in the publication of the more vital chronological 
results based on these inscriptions and related investigations, there is appended a 
simplified table of the archons and of the tribal affiliations of the secretaries and 
priests of Asklepios, together with the calendar quality of the years in the correspond- 
ing Metonic cycles, for the purpose of illustrating the revised principles of rotation. 
Detailed discussion of the evidence must be postponed for a later publication.72 

TRIBAL ROTATION OF SECRETARIES AND PRIESTS OF ASKLEPIOS 
322-195 B.C. 

METONIC DEMES OF DEMES OF 

CYCLES ARCHONS SECRETARIES PRIESTS 

322/1 0 Philokles III I Kephisia i Lamptrai? 
321/0 O* Archippos I II Kollytos ii Erchia? 

REGISTRARS 

320/19 I* Neaichmos I Lamptrai iii Kydathenaion? 
319/8 O* Apollodoros III VIII Anakaia iv Oion? 

of Athens. They assume, for instance, that in an intercalary year of the periods of twelve tribes the 
prytanies were always rigidly and uniformly of 32 days (12 X 32 = 384), regardless of the irregu- 
larities, sometimes very striking, thereby resulting in the lengths of the months. Comparatively few 
Athenian years, either intercalary or ordinary, can be satisfactorily reconstructed on the basis of a 
rigid " Aristotelean " sequence of prytanies. 

71 The preceding nine years of the cycle covered 3278 days (cf. Archon List, p. 227). 
72 See note 3, above. 
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METONIC DEMES OF DEMES OF 
CYCLES ARCHONS SECRETARIES PRIESTS 

VII SECRETARIES 

318/7 0 Archippos II . ........ v Prospalta? 
317/6 (i) Demogenes 
316/5 (o) Demokleides I 
315/4 O Praxiboulos 
314/3 I* Nikodoros 
313/2 0 Theophrastos II unnamed, sortition, 
312 1 (i) Polemon chosen by order 
311/0 (o) Simonides sortition uncertain 
310/09 0* Hieromnemon 
309/8 I Demetrios I 

of Phaleron 
308/7 0 Kairimos J 

307/6 I* Anaxikrates I II/II Diomeia 9/11 (Aiantis) 

Creation of tribes Antigonis and Demetrias 

306/5 0* Koroibos XI Rhamnous 12 
305/4 0* Euxenippos XII Alopeke 1 
304/3 0* Pherekles I Gargettos II Melite 
303/2 I* Leostratos III III Phegous 3 
302/1 0* Nikokles IV Plotheia IV Kolonos 
301/0 I* Klearchos V Probalinthos 5 
300/299 0 Hegemachos 6 6 

Vill 
299/8 0* Euktemon II VII Kephale 7 
298/7 0* Mnesidemos VIII Phyle 8 
297/6 I Antiphates ix Halai 9 
296/5 0 Nikias I X Azenia 10 
295/4 0* Nikostratos XI Phaleron 11 
294/3 I Olympiodoros (a) 12 12 

REGISTRARS 
293/2 0* Olympiodoros (b) XI Phaleron 1 
292/1 I Philippos III X Oion 2 
291/0 0 Telokles 9 3 
290/89 I Charinos VIII Phyle 4 
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METONIC DEMES OF DEMES OF 
CYCLES ARCHONS SECRETARIES PRIESTS 

SECRETARIES 
289/8 0* Aristonymos I Aithalidai 5 
288/7 0 Kimon I ii Thorai 6 
287/6 I Xenophon 3 vii Sphettos ? 
286/5 0* Diokles III IV Halai 8 
285/4 0* Diotimos III V Paiania ix Phlya? 
284/3 I Isaios 6 X Eleusis 
283/2 0* Euthios VII Cholargos xi Phaleron? 
282/1 I* Nikias II VIII Acharnai xii Semachidai? 
281/0 0* Ourias IX Aixone 1 

Ix 
280/79 0 Gorgias x Eleusis ii Koile? 
279/8 0 Anaxikrates II 11 Trikorynthos? 3 
278/7 I Demokles 12 4 
277/6 0* Sosistratos II 1 V Probalinthos 
276/5 I* Philokrates II II Melite vi Oion? 
275/4 0* Olbios III Euonymon 7 
274/3 0 Euboulos II 4 8 
273/2 I* Glaukippos II V Myrrhinous 9 
272/1 0* Lysitheides vi Sounion 10 
271/0 I* Pytharatos VII Kephale XI Aphidna 
270/69 0* Philippides 8 XII Alopeke 
269/8 I 9 I Paiania 
268/7 0* Peithidernos 10 2 
267/6 I Menekles XI Trikorynthos III Anagyrous 
266/5 0* Nikias III XII Alopeke IV (Aigeis) 
265/4 0 Diognetos 3 V Konthyle 
264/3 I Antipatros II 4 VI Sounion 
263/2 0* Arrheneides 5 VII Eiresidai 
262/1 0* Kleomachos VI Kettos VIII Lakiadai 

X 
261/0 0 Philostratos ? 7 IX Sypalettos 
260/59 0 Antiphon II 8 X Peiraieus 
259/8 I* Thymochares 9 XI Rharnous 
258/7 0 Diogeiton X Keiriadai XII Eitea & Aigilia 
257/6 0 Polystratos? 11 I Pergase 
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METONIC DEMES OF DEMES OF 
CYCLES ARCHONS SECRETARIES PRIESTS 

256/5 I* Euboulos III XII Alopeke II Melite 
255/4 0 Lykeas ? 1 III Euonymon 
254/3 I* Alkibiades ii Potamos IV Ionidai 
25312 O* bios iii Kephisia V Oa 
252/1 I* Kallimedes II IV Plotheia VI Hekale 
251/0 0* Antimachos V Myrrhinous VII Eiresidai 
250/49 0* Thersilochos VI Phrearrhoi 8 
249/8 O* Po'lyeuktos VII Kephale IX Phlya 
248/7 I* Hieron VIII Oe 10 
247/6 O* Diomedon iii Anagyrous 11 
246/5 I Philoneos II 4 Hyporeia? 12 
245/4 O* Theophemos I 5 1 
244/3 I* Kydenor VI Eupyridai II Xypete 
243/2 0 Eurykleides 7 3 

XI 
242/1 0 8 4 
241/0 I* Lysiades II 9 5 
240/39 0* Athenodoros X Hamaxanteia 6 
239/8 I* Lysias XI Aphidna 7 
238/7 0 Phanostratos II? 12 8 
237/6 0 Kimon II 1 9 
236/5 I* Ekphantos II Hippotomadai 10 
235/4 O* Lysanias III III Euonymon 11 
234/3 O* Pheidostratos iv Erchia 12 
233/2 I 5 1 
232/1 0 Jason ? 6 2 
231/0 (i) 7 3 
230/29 (o) Phanomachos? 8 4 
229/8 O* Heliodoros IX Athmonon 5 
228/7 I* Leochares X Oion 6 
227/6 0* Theophilos II XI Aphidna 7 
226/5 I* Ergochares XII Alopeke 8 
225/4 0 Niketes II 1 9 
224/3 0 Antiphilos 2 10 

XII 
223/2 0* Kalli iii Kedoi 11 
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METONIC DEMES OF DEMES OF 
CYCLES ARCHONS SECRETARIES PRIESTS 

Creation of tribe Ptolemais 

222/1 I* Archelaos IV Ankyle 12/13 (Antiochis) 
22110 0* Thrasyphon V Paiania 1 
220/19 I Menekrates 6 2 
219/8 0* Chairephon VII Kydantiidai 3 
218/7 0* all ..... VIII Kephale 4 
217/6 I Euandros II 9 5 
216/5 0 Hagnias 10... ..1 6 
215/4 1* Diokles IV XI Keiriadai VII Oinoe 
214/3 Q* Euphiletos XII Rhamnous 8 
213/2 0 Herakleitos I 13 9 
212/1 I- 1 10 
211/0 O Aischron 2 11 
210/09 0 Philinos ? ...s. 3 12 
209/8 I* ........... IV Erchia 13 
208/7 0 5 1 
207/6 I* Ankylos 6 2 
206/5 0 Kallistratos II 7 3 
205/4 0 Pantiades 8 4 

XIII 
204/3 I* Apollodoros IV IX Oe 5 
203/2 0* Proxenides X Aixone 6 
202/1 0 Euthykritos II? 11 7 

Dissolution of tribes Antigonis and Demetrias 
201/0 I* Isokrates V Aigilia I 

Creation of tribe Attalis 

200/199 0 Nikophon? 6 2 
199/8 (i) 7 3 
198/7 (o) 8 4 
197/6 0 Dionysios I? 9 5 
196/5 I* Charikies X Rhamnous 6 

WILLIAM BELL DINSMOOR 
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY. 
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